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Retiring President Winthrop C. Libby “brought down the house” as he led the over-capacity crowd in a thunderous
“Maine Stein Song” at the gruelling finish of the 24-hour dance marathon held on May 2, Fogler Library Fun(d) Day. The
dance marathon netted over $5,000 of the $10,000 raised from auctions, animal shows, cookbook sales, a chicken barbecue
dinner and many other campus events. The profits will go into an endowment fund which will be used to buy needed books
for Fogler Library. After the past few years when the traditional Maine Day was slowly dying, enthusiasm from students and
the community was great as they supported and sponsored the Library Day’s events.
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Director's
Corner

Campaign Chairman. UMO annual fund cam
paigns have been successful because of the great

goodwill that our graduates feel for Orono, but
everyone recognizes that such successful enter

prises do not just happen of themselves. They

succeed through careful planning and plenty of

hard work, especially by the campaign chair

,

man.

In this last Director's Corner that I write as the

The five officers and the campaign chairman,

Executive Director of the Association, I want to
call your attention to a curious fact regarding

the 24 Council members, plus many committee
members, are the alumni who, at their own ex-

our passing out of awards to those alumni who

pense, make at least three trips a year to campus

are most directly responsible for leading the pro

for at least a two day stay to give their counsel

gram of this Association to support the Univer

and ideas to the Association in order to strengthen

sity of Maine at Orono.
I refer to the need for recognition of the con

the Association program for serving UMO. They

tribution made by the officers and the members

Homecoming.

are always on hand for Reunion meetings and

of the Alumni Council. This is a body of 31 men

While the Council meets three times a year,

and women, drawn from all classes, living in and

the ten members who comprise the Executive

out

of

the

State

of

Maine—a

representative

Committee meet at least six times a year and

selection of our 44,000 alumni. And the curious

are, in addition, on call by telephone and letter

fact I wish to point out is that even though the

to participate in making many decisions between

Association conducts a formal recognition and

formal sessions. They buy their own plane tickets

awards program, those who serve longest and

from New York or beyond and they pay their

most faithfully, as members of the Alumni Coun

own expenses while on campus.

cil and as officers, must wait the longest for

I take a grave risk in singling out individual

recognition under our awards plan. This happens

men and women among this band of especially

because there is an unwritten but carefully fol

loyal workers. But hesitation on this score would

lowed practice that in passing out our Block "M",

leave unrecognized those who must wait longest

Black Bear, Career and Emblem awards, no one

to be recognized with a Block "M" or Black Bear

who is an active member of the Council or an

or other award while they are serving actively

officer of the Association is ever selected while

and faithfully for six to ten years.

in office.

It is because I have just completed working

Take the case of the Association President.

with the alumni selection committees which choose

Those who have served as the President are the

the Block "M" and Black Bear awards that I am

ones who give most liberally of time and effort,

most keenly aware of this situation. Those alum

especially when we remember that it is almost

ni who have been selected for these awards rich

invariably true that the President may have al

ly deserve this recognition because of their ser

ready served two three-year terms as a Council

vice to their local association, their classes and

member and then undertaken the heavy burden

their work for the Association and University in

of the annual fund appeal chairmanship for two

general.

years

before

becoming

a

Vice

President

for

But as I pen this final column I feel it impera

another two years, prior to taking on the top job

tive to offer this tribute to the many men and wo

as President. It is true that the Presidents have
been honored many times in the past, after they

ing in this last five years on the Alumni Council.

have finished their terms, with the Alumni Ser

While I will never forget the many men and wo

vice Emblem Award. Everyone of them has rich

men who time and again have given generously

ly deserved this recognition.

of themselves in active programs on campus and

Many of these top volunteers have been work

in local association meetings all over the coun

ing steadily for a dozen years. Most others who

try, I do want to thank especially at this time
those Council Presidents and members with whom

accept a place on the Council serve two terms of
three years, and through this rotation system

I

have been privileged to work intimately in

there is a constant turnover that brings new

these last five years.

people and fresh ideas to the program.

During this time your Council Presidents have
been Carl Whitman '35 of Buzzards Bay, Massa-

In another instance, note the delay in formal

recognition for the work done by the National
2

men with whom I have had the privilege of work

(continued on page 28)

Vacationland &
Vocationland
Vacation and education can be combined at

in high school can enroll in one-week sport ses

UMO this summer on a campus which has easy

sions in basketball, football, track, soccer, swim

access to Maine's beautiful coast, mountains and

ming, tennis and volleyball (see page 36 for
details). The Maine Summer Youth Music program

in-land waterways.

Summer session will begin its 71st academic

from June 24 to July 6 is another excellent

season on June 18, but for the first time, summer

opportunity for visiting children who have a

registrants can bring their families with them to

strong background in music.
The Summer Cultural Arts Committee each

stay on campus. It will be an excellent time for

alumni to come back on campus and take advan

session plans a full schedule of activities. This

tage of Maine as a vacationland and get to know

summer there will be six chamber music con

UMO again by enrolling in one of the many

certs on Thursday evenings. These will include
both faculty and student artists. There will also

courses offered.
Within very short traveling distance of campus

are Maine's famous seacoast and woodlands.

be three theatrical performances put on by the

summer Maine Masque troupe.

Mt. Desert Island, just 45 minutes from Bangor,
a vacation spot to please any sea lover. The

rocky coasts, Sand Beach, scenic views and quaint
Harbor towns are just part of what the island
has to offer.

To the northwest is the Moosehead Lake Region

and Squaw Mountain. The mountain is a year
round resort with various summer activities and

overlooks vast Moosehead Lake which is a haven
for the fisherman, skiier and swimmer.
Mt. Katahdin, the highest mountain in Maine, is
one of the most spectacular features of Maine's
vacation spots. Numerous trails for the beginner

and the expert are available in the summer for
hiking.

For recreation on campus, there are also many
possibilities. Tennis courts and an olympic-size
swimming pool are open throughout the summer.

Canoes, sailboats, bicycles, tents, tennis rackets,
backpacks, sleeping bags and cooking gear can
all be rented from the University for nominal

fees by the day or weekend to meet the vaca
tioning needs of the students.

Of particular interest for those who will have

their families with them, is the Summer Youth
Sports Clinic which has expanded its program

after last summer's initial and very successful
season. Boys and girls from ages 11 to a senior

A summer session coed enjoys her lobster picnic which is planned for
all resident summer students. Also, a chicken barbecue is given during
one six-week session and is included in the reasonable room and board
rates for students and their families!
3

Many films will be shown throughout the sum

life & sex education of youth, money and banking,

mer with an International Film Festival as one

writers of Maine and the consumer in the present

highlight. Children will have many occasions to

economy.

see movies as a Young People's Film program is

Besides

regularly

scheduled

courses,

throughout the summer there are special offerings

a movie program that has been successful each

that run for various lengths. Examples are a
Mathematics Institute for Junior High SchooK

summer.

Nature

programs

with

films

and

speakers are also being run for both the young

Teachers, a College Summer Program for Quali

and old alike.
There will be six art exhibits in the major

fied High School Juniors, a High Schoolers' Year

campus exhibition areas during the summer for

Small Business Management.

book Workshop and an Executive Program in

browsing. And on August 10, Professor Vincent

Starting the calendar on June 18, there are

A. Hartgen, Chairman of the Art Department,

three, 3-week sessions; two, 6-week sessions and

will hold his annual lawn show of his own works

one

at his home.
There are

scheduled to end on August 17.

many activities

for those

4,000

summer registrants who enroll each summer in
one or more of the 400 courses offered. There

are many reasons why so many come to UMO:
teachers return to receive further certification,

college students to fulfill required courses, or

senior citizens to enjoy continuing their educa

tion.
A brief sample listing of courses included in

6-week

evening

Summer student

session.

housing

All

classes

are

is in the modern

dormitories with meals served in each nearby

dining hall. The cost for a double room is $10.00
per week, per person, and a single is $14 per
week. Fifteen meals per week is $15 and a 21

meal per week is $21.00. A chicken picnic and
lobster feast which are given during the two, 6week sessions are included!

work

For further information on course listings and

reading,

times write to Summer Session, 140 Merrill Hall,

pyschodrama, theories of education administra

University of Maine, Orono, Maine 04473 for
registration forms and a catalog.
H

the

three-week

shops,

children's

sessions

are

literature,

education
remedial

tion, interior design and home furnishing, family

To the right: This picturesque Maine seacoast harbor
which is only a short drive from the UMO campus is
only one of many resorts and beaches along the coast.
Below: A family enjoys outdoor camping at Lily Bay
State Park in the Moosehead Lake Region, an inland
vacation spot that will suit everyone in the family on
weekend trips while studying at UMO. Photo courtesy oj
the Maine Department of Commerce & Industry.
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the

scheduled in addition to the Flicker Day Classics,

Alumnus used university
labs to test drying invention
by Bob Cott ’68 of Chellis, Conwell, Gale & Poole, Inc. of
Portland, Maine.
paper machine and by agreement he paid for
the testing time of graduate students who

.Meet Ed Bryand.
He used UMO research labs to revolutionize
industrial drying.

thoroughly researched industrial drying, set up
tests and tabulated the results.

In 1952, when Ed Bryand graduated from the
University of Maine at Orono with a degree in

general engineering, a lot of important things
that are taken for granted hadn't been invented

"It was a great relationship. The authorities at
the University gave me all the help I could ask

for. They treated me like a son," Ed says looking
back.

yet. In 1960, Ed invented one of them. His in

vention, the honeycomb roll, is so unique it has

The completed research indicated that not only

did the honeycomb roll work, it worked so much

revolutionized industrial drying.
The story of Ed's success is a notable example

better than conventional methods of drying and

of a young engineer-inventor who turned to his

with its introduction it virtually rendered other

alma mater for help and received from it the

methods obsolete.

assistance, guidance and cooperation he needed.

Ed says now, "The University gave me the

Now the founder and president of Metal-Tech,

base I was looking for. They proved I had a

Inc., of Biddeford, Ed had started thinking about

the problems of building a honeycomb roll while

working

on

government

projects

designing

honeycomb seals for jet engines.
In his office, Ed still keeps a section of the first

honeycomb seal he successfully built. One can see

in its design the first hints of a concept which
when later refined, resulted in the honeycomb

roll.

A relatively simple de

vice, the honeycomb roll
is a grid of honeycomb

into
a
cylindrically

welded

cells

hollow,

shaped structure. These

siructures can range in
sizes from 6 inches in di

In 1960, colleague Ned Peabody and Ed had

built a

viable product."

honeycomb

roll

that they felt would

ameter to 8 feet in di
ameter and 20 feet long.

withstand the rigors of industrial application. Ed

The

formed Metal-Tech for the express purpose of

unique in its ability to

honeycomb

roll

is

further developing the honeycomb roll for in

extract large amounts of

dustrial use. He realized the roll could probably

water

be used in the paper industry but unfortunately

ladon

from

moisture-

fabrics that are

he knew nothing about making paper. In fact,

moving at high speeds

when he formed the company, he had never seen

across textile production

a paper making machine! It was at this point
that he applied for patents on designs and then

lines. Today, the
ented honeycomb

turned to UMO for help.

are

used

all

pat
rolls

over the

The Department of Industrial Cooperation at

world. Honeycomb rolls

UMO, which has been in operation since 1945,
was where Ed Bryand brought his problem. DIC

are responsible for hand
towels and toilet tissue

contacted the Chemical Engineering Department

being

where a faculty member studied the research

bent.

project in terms of feasibility and what research
man hours and equipment would be needed.
The department agreed to test the roll on their

soft and

absor

(continued on page 10)
Ed Bryand ’52 stands by his six-foot diameter version of his invention the
honeycomb drying roll. He tested its theory at UMO research laboratories.
5
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Five years
in the
making
by Margaret R. Zubik 71

Five years ago the University of Maine at

officially was named the University of Maine at

Bangor was the South Campus of the University

Bangor. Although still part of UMO and under the

of Maine at Orono, a hastily contrived campus

direction of the Orono president, UMB took a

for the overflow of students from

large step towards becoming its own campus.

the over

crowded Orono campus.

By the fall of 1970, the first associate degree

What is it today? No longer a "bedroom" for

Orono, UMB has developed into a growing com

campus as a "bedroom" for Orono was reduced

munity college with its own identity.

----- the beginnings of a community college were

The first years of South Campus as a "bedroom
campus"

were

hard

ones.

Freshmen

started.

students

UMB was appointed its first full time director

boarded in rather roughly converted barracks

in

which had been part of the now defunct Dow Air

Beckley, who came to the campus with a back

1971

when

John

E.

Beckley

was

named.

Force Base and spent a majority of their college

ground in community college work, saw and still

days being bussed to Orono for classes. Some in

sees UMB as a multi-purpose institution. First, to

troductory courses were scheduled in Bangor to

develop into a comprehensive community college

minimize commuting but for many a freshman,

with two-year associate programs and certificate

it was an unhappy introduction to college.

programs; second, to develop into a transfer

The first change came in 1969 when all the
University

under one

of

Maine

campuses

were

brought

system with Chancellor Donald

R.

McNeil as head. In June 1970 South Campus

6

programs were developed and the use of the

institution for those interested in continuing on
in a four-year institution; third, to provide a con

tinuing education division for the elderly; and

fourth, to provide community services.

There are presently about 400 enrolled at UMB

to provide individual guidance and instruction to

in the associate programs. General Studies, a

meet student needs. The course develops specific
skills needed for satisfying performance in an

two-year terminal
with a

program,

enrolls

the

most

basic curriculum of humanities, social

academic program. Testing is used to identify

sciences and natural sciences. The program per

each student's special needs.

mits students to advance toward a college degree
but at the same time explore his capabilities and

UMB carries an open admissions policy where
by students are admitted, if there is room, to the

his potentials.

college rather than a specific program. They then

The Law Enforcement Associate Degree pro
gram

is the second

largest with a

balanced

go through a vigorous testing and counseling
session to determine what programs will best

curriculum of liberal arts and professional tech

suit them.

nical courses offered. A law enforcement fra-

IFORS (Incoming Freshmen Orientation, Registra

ternity was also started on the campus as a

tion and Scheduling) period which is an over

professional and service group.

Mental Health Technology, an associate program

paraprofessional. With

freshmen

go

through

an

night visit to UMB during which both educational

One of the newer programs offered is the

for the

Entering

the increasing

demand for qualified personnel in mental health,

and vocational counseling are combined. At the
close of the session an educational plan as well

as vocational goals are tentatively decided.
As UMB is a community college one area of

the program has grown in popularity. Next fall

great

a course in dental hygiene will be offered along

centrally located campus is an ideal spot for

with a nursing program which will run in affilia

service to the community. An advisory board
from Bangor confers with UMB about the services

tion with Eastern Maine Medical Center.

importance

is

community

service.

The

The Developmental Studies Program offered

and activities which are offered. The Community

is one of the more unique at UMB. It was created

Services aspect of UMB was strongly initiated in

Josh White Jr. performs for University of Maine at Bangor students at the school’s commencement exercises
m June 1972. The graduating class numbered 188 students from the various associate degree programs.
7

Cynthia Hansen, a fresh
man from Bangor, works
with a young boy at the Ban
gor Cerebral Palsy Center as
part of her training in the
mental health technology
program at UMB, a para
professional course which
will help alleviate the state's
increasing demand for quali
fied personnel in mental
health.
1971

and

since then a variety of short-term

students started showing a

interest when

more

obedience school have been offered to the public.

student government for UMB. Also helpful to

The recreational aspects of the campus are also

school identity are the intercollegiate teams in

an often used service. Conferences are becoming

both basketball and baseball in addition to the

more and more popular at UMB with facilities

intramural sports.

active

they originated

a

There still is somewhat the feeling among the

for meetings and dining.
Community services is not the only difference

UMB students that they are considered "second

UMB has in relation to the four-year Orono cam-

class citizens" to the Orono student and have

pus. Dean of Instruction Dr. Constance H. Carlson

actively said they would like UMB to become

feels the college is very exciting because of its

autonomous. The students are not alone on this

youth. Where there are no precedents and long

issue either. Many faculty and administrators

standing traditions that have to be followed,

feel the same. UMB should be on its own as the -

she believes it is a very creative place to teach

other campuses of the University of Maine system

and be an administrator.

and be directly under Chancellor McNeil, they

Director Beckley notes that the faculty at UMB
is

very

enthusiastic

and

wholly

devoted

to

teaching. One reason is that a faculty member in

the community college is not pressured by the

"publish or perish" doctrine, although many do

conduct research and are published. Part of a
faculty member's load is to contribute to the com

munity service program in his specialty area.

The students at Bangor have developed

8

past three years,

courses ranging from snowmobile repair to dog

a

believe.

The future of UMB is not that certain. New

programs are starting and old

programs are

expanding. By 1976, the 500 two-year agricul

ture technology students (who have been shared

by both campuses) will be completely moved back

to Orono and the UMB campus will be a homo
geneous group. As a community college with its

housing capacity of over 600, central location in

the state and the expanding associate program,

rather strong identity with the school since the

its future will no doubt involve the state as well

early days of South Campus. Specifically in the

as the community.

HI

"K.O." '26 teaches
the blind to swim
Kenneth O. Plumer z26 of Bangor, who for
41 years worked for the telephone company,
has made a second "career" for himself
ft el pi ng the blind. Better known as "K.O.", he

was recently featured in the monthly news
paper, Pioneer, published for the employees of
New England Telephone Company.

In 1925, K.O. started working for NET in
telephone toll transmission work. Early in 1940,

he became toll test supervisor in the Bangor

area, the position in which he served until his
retirement in 1966.

He first started working with the blind when
he promoted a bowling team in conjunction

with the Maine Institute for the Blind. Some
of the team requested swimming as their next
recreation and with the perseverance of K.O.
they have started swimming at the Bangor

YWCA as a group called "The Wednesday

Morning Water Rats". They are learning to
swim, but the important part is that the blind

are getting back with sighted people. He says
it has done wonders for their mental outlook.
K.O. Plumer has always been active with
his area Pioneer group as well as the Shriners,

Boy Scouts, and as chairman for the Citizens
Advisory Committee.
H

X

Above: “K.O.” indulges in a little of his own medicine
with his group at the YWCA. Below: He is shown teaching
the blind swimming group, “The Wednesday Morning
Water Rats” Photos courtesy of Alma J. Flocke, Editor,
Pioneer.

UMO's "missions and goals" published
"Where will UMO be going in the next five
years?" was the question studied and answered

by the Council on Priorities in a mission and goals

statement published in March.

develop more rapidly as an upper-division center
with respect to undergraduate education.

*Continue to offer and to develop two-year

associate degree programs in those areas wherjj

The statement of intent on UMO's future was

UMO has unique capabilities—not duplicate efforts

called for by President Winthrop C. Libby in Octo

of other UM campuses.

ber 1972 when he created a Council on Priorities
and charged them with the task. He instructed

should be re-evaluated and redefined .

*Graduate School, as an organization element,

them to review the present state of affairs in

*CED should create a separate program spe

the areas of teaching, research and public service

cifically designed to make entry into undergrad

and present specific goals with each, keeping in

uate degree programs easier for Maine's disad

mind not to plan on any future increases in avail

vantaged population.

able resources.
The 13-member council of administrators and

, —

• Reaction to the draft was gathered at public
hearings held on campus and also by responses

in.

of

faculty under the chairmanship of Peter H. Fitz

mailed

gerald, Planning Officer, released the 19-page

felt that the tone of the document was too pes

working draft for public discussion on March 7.

simistic. This point was taken in consideration

Of the 17 goals brought forth by the Council, the

when the final document was written. Fitzgerald

more controversial included proposals to increase

was pleased with the response from the Uni

Many

those

who

responded

%

the

ratio

of

students

to

faculty

in

order to

efficiently allocate existing resources; to formally

versity

people and

said

the input was quite

helpful in drawing up the final report.

review each year the performance of every UMO

The final draft of the report was made in May

employee, including faculty; to determine salary

and submitted to President Libby who reviewed

increase on merit alone and to develop ethnic

the statement and submitted it to the representa

and minority study programs.

tive

Other proposals were:
*Total enrollment at UMO should

campus

bodies,

the

Faculty

Council

of

Colleges, and the General Student Senate for
grow to

10,000 over the next five years.

their response. June 1 had been given as a sub

mittal date for the report to Chancellor Donalfl

*ln graduate education, concentration should

R. McNeil and the Board of Trustees.

be on improving quality rather than quantity

and enrollment should not exceed 850 for the next
five years.

Alumnus tests invention
(continued from page 5)

*Trace career pattern of UMO graduates to

align enrollment programs with manpower needs.

"Turning to the University of Maine back when

*To promote scholarly excellence in a few

I really needed the Chemical Engineering people's

(unnamed) departments.

advice was a natural. Maine has one of the finest,

increase proportion of our resources which
are devoted to public services.

if not the finest pulp and paper school in the

institute a cost-analysis of individual
grams at UMO.

University."

* Describe

allocations

of

faculty

time

pro

Since those early days of testing in I960, Ed

to

has continued to use the facilities of the University.

teaching, research, public service as functions of

Recently, for example, Metal-Tech ran its initial

a standard teaching load of twelve hours, per
week.

tests of its now successful suction-transfer system

*Develop non-degree "out reach" programs

on the University's paper machine. This year,
Metal-Tech

gave the

University the

necessary

aimed at updating and retraining of professional

equipment for the pulp and paper department to

and technical employment.

install their own suction-transfer system on the

*Encourage students to complete bachelors
degrees in three years by developing an ac

school's paper machine.

celerated program.

Paper Foundation, Ed says his company foresees

*Encourage the development of two-year trans

fer programs at other UM campuses to help UMO
10

country. And of course I had graduated from the

A member of the University of Maine Pulp &
more of the same cooperation that has typified
his relationship with University.

B

1911 IRENE COUSINS, 86, of Southwest Harbor
on March 17, 1973 in Southwest Harbor. A native
of Westbrook, she also was a graduate of Wheaton
Seminary, Newton, Mass. She studied at Columbia
University and later received a masters degree in
history from UMO in 1940. She retired from Ban
gor High School in 1950 after teaching for 44 years.
Survivors: a sister, Mary L. Cousins ’14 of South
west Harbor, two brothers, one of whom is Edgar
M. ’56 of Old Town and several nieces, nephews,
grandnieces and grandnephews. She was a member
of Alpha Omega Pi sorority.

Memoriam
I
I
I

1903 HARVEY DAVID WHITNEY, 94, of Auburn
on January 14, 1973 in Auburn. A native of Au
burn, he was a specialist in color for textiles and
traveled for many years in the southern states for
a New York importing house. One of the oldest
members of his class, he served as secretary for the
1903 class in the Alumnus. Survivors: several nieces
and nephews. He was a member of Phi Gamma
Delta fraternity.
1907 R. CARROLL DELWIN CHANDLER, 87,
of Dover-Foxcroft on February 19, 1973 in Bangor.
A native of Albion, he attended UMO for three
years and also went to Shaw Business College in
Bangor. He owned and operated several stores in
Dover-Foxcroft. He was an active member in the
Masons and belonged to the Piscataquis Country
Club. Survivors: wife, two sons, a grandniece and
grandnephew.
1909 HAROLD DANIEL HAGGETT, 86, of Bath
on March 20, 1973 in Brunswick. A native of Edge
comb, he worked for the Pennsylvania and BostonMaine Railroad and retired from the Maine State
Highway Commission. He was a Mason and a
|>hriner and also belonged to the Maine Society of
Professional Engineers. Survivors: thiee sons, two
of whom are James W. ’36 of Wellesley, Mass., and
John D. ’38 of Bath, four grandsons, one grand
daughter and four great grandchildren. He be
longed to Delta Tau Delta fraternity.

1909 CLINTON ALLEY PLUMLY, 87, of Port
land on March 10, 1973 in Portland. A native of
Lincoln, he served during WWII with the American
Expeditionary Forces in France. He retired after
43 years with the Maine Central Railroad as an
engineer. He was also active in the community.
Survivors: wife, a son, Charles M. ’53 of Washington,
D.C., a daughter, Judith ’51 (Mrs. Kennison Gale)
of Needham, Mass , and six grandchildren. He was
a member of Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity.
1909 MALCOLM MONTGOMERY SOULE, 89,
of Wayne on February 3, 1973 in Augusta. A na
tive of Freeport, he farmed in the Wayne area for
35 years. Survivors: wife, several nieces and neph
ews.

1909 HELEN FARWELL STEWARD (MRS. J.
RANDOLPH BRADSTREET), 86, of Laguna Hills,
Calif., on February 15, 1973 in Laguna Hills. A na
tive of Skowhegan, she moved to California in 1919.
She was a member of the Presbyterian Church and
the Mayflower Society of Maine. Survivors: a
daughter. She was a member of Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority.
1910 FRANK SLEEPER SAWYER, 85, of Boca
Raton, Florida, on January 26, 1973 in Boca Raton.
A native of Wales, Maine, he helped build the
Frederico Lacroze Subway in Buenos Aires, Argen
tina. He also worked for Ebasco Services of New
York as a construction manager. He was a veteran
of WWI. Survivors: wife and a brother. He was a
member of Theta Chi fraternity.

1912 HOWARD FREEMAN GOODWIN, 80, of
Ashford, Conn., on December 30, 1972 in Williman
tic, Conn. A native of Mailboro, Mass., he lived in
Ashford for 50 years. He was a former justice of
the peace, town constable, and registrar of voters.
Survivors: wife, six sons, six daughters, 33 grand
children and 13 great-grandchildren.

1914 DR. VICTOR HOPKINS SHIELDS, 82, of
North Haven on February 24, 1973 in Rockland.
A native of Vinalhaven, he received his masters
degree from the University of Vermont and served
in the Navy from 1917-1925. From 1925 until 1941
he practiced medicine in Vinalhaven and from 1941
until 1970 he practiced in North Haven. Survivors:
two daughters, a son and six grandchildren. He was
a member of Phi Gamma Delta fraternity.
1916 ALTON CROSBY TITCOMB, 80, of Sun
City, Arizona, on January 12, 1973 in Sun
City. A native of Bakersfield, Calif., he also was a
graduate of Ricker Classical Institute. He had
worked for Production, Market and Credit at Houl
ton and for United Aircraft in Hartford, Conn.,
prior to his retirement. Survivors: wife, a son,
Alton Vernon ’48 of Perry, Maine, a daughter, Mrs.
John Mader (Shirley) ’46 of Jos, Nigeria, a brother,
Byron E. ’31 of Corona, Calif., six grandchildren,
two great-grandchildren and several nieces and
nephews. He was a member of Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity.
1917 STANLEY BRADBURY PARKER, 77, of
South Livermore on February 24, 1973 in South
Livermore. A native of South Leeds, he was also
a graduate of Leavitt Institute in Turner. He was a
faimer and woodsman, retiring in 1964. Survivors:
wife and a brother.
1919 KENNETH BRENTON COLBATH, 74, of
Sp:ingfield, Mass., on December 30, 1972 in Spring
field. A native of Easton, he lived in Presque Isle
most of his life. He owned a music shop there for
35 years. Survivors: wife, three daughters, one step
son and one sister. He was a member of Kappa
Sigma fraternity.
1921 RALPH EMERY AUBER, 74, of Augusta
on September 4, 1972 in Augusta. A native of
Houlton, he was very active with the Lodge, Grange
and the Masons. Survivors: wife, a daughter and
two granddaughters. He was a member of Kappa
Sigma fraternity.
1922 BEULAH DURAN FERREN (MRS. EARLE
E ), 72, of Los Gatos, California on January 19, 1973
in Lenox, Mass. She was a native of Charleston,
Maine. Survivors: a daughter and a son, Richard L.
Ferren ’66 of Lenox, Mass. She was a member of
Pi Beta Phi sorority.

1922 RAYMOND LINWOOD FILES, 73, of Gor
ham on February 3, 1973 in Boca Raton, Florida.
A native of Massachusetts, he served during WWII
in the Army. He owned a heavy equipment business
in Westbrook before retiring to Florida ten years
ago. Survivors: wife, a brother, a niece and several
nephews. He was a member of Phi Kappa Sigma
fraternity.
1923 DR. FRANK PARKER DOBBINS, 72, of
Key West, Florida, on September 8, 1971. A native
of Farmington, he also attended the Philadelphia
College of Osteopathy where he graduated in 1929.
He was a colonel in WWII. He belonged to Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity.

1924 LEONORA SYLVIA PRETTO WALKER
(MRS. ALLSTON U.), 72, of Springhill, Florida,
on March 9, 1973 in Springhill. A native of Orono,
she taught French in Maine schools and was a
member of the Maine Teachers Association and
the NEA. Survivors: husband, Allston V. Walker
’31, of Springhill, Fla., a brother, George Pretto ’25,
of Bangor, a son, Burton C. Walker ’62, of Low
ville, N.Y., and three grandchildren.

1926 VERNON H. SOMERS, 69, of Friendly
Village on December 3, 1972 in Portland. A native
of Bangor, he served during World War II. He re
tired in 1970 from his ownership and operation of
the V. H. Somers Co. in Bangor. Survivors: wife,
a sister, Dorothy M. Somers ’32 of Camden and a
brother. He belonged to Theta Chi fraternity.
1926 FRANCIS EUGENE WEATHERBEE, 70,
of Wappingers Falls, New York, on January 16,
1973 in Poughkeepsie, New York. A native of Lin
coln, he taught school in Wappingers Central School
System until his retirement in 1970. He also attended
Yale University and Columbia University. He
served during WWII. Survivors: wife, a sister,
Harriet True (Mrs. Sterling P.) ’23 of Winter Haven,
Florida, and a niece. He was a member of Sigma
Nu fraternity.

1927 CARLETON HERBERT LEWIS, 68, of
Glen Rock, New Jersey, on February 7, 1973 in
Ridgewood. A native of Portland, he served as
captain with the U.S. Corps of Engineers during
WWII and retired as a lieutenant colonel from the
U.S. Army Reserves in 1966. He had worked as an
engineer for the Royal Globe Insurance Co. in
New York until his retirement in 1971. He was
also active with his local alumni association. Sur
vivors: wife, a son, two daughters and a brother.
He belonged to Delta Tau Delta fraternity. At the
request of his wife, those wishing to give memorial
gifts are asked to give through the General Alumni
Association Annual Alumni Fund.
1928 ERLON MAYNARD RYERSON, 69, of
Waterville on January 10, 1973 in Waterville. A
native of Dixfield, he attended UMO for two years.
He managed the Maine Oxy-Acetylene Supply Co.
in Waterville from 1959 until he retired in 1972.
Survivors: wife, and two daughters. He was a
member of Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity.
1929 DANIEL ELMER CONNELLY, 65, of Hart
land on March 29, 1973 in Indian Rocks Beach,
Florida. A native of Hartland, he had been with
the Hartland Tannery for many years and for some
years was a member of the Maine Water Improve
ment Commission. He had made his winter home
in Florida for the past ten years. He was a member,
of Grace-Lvnn Methodist Church and Corinthan
Lodge AF and AM. Survivors: wife, two sons one
of whom is Clark A. ’57 of Jackman, and five grand
children. He was a member of Beta Theta Pi fra
ternity.
1929 DR. WILLIS GRAFTON NEALLEY, 65, of
Moody Point, Wells on January 26, 1973 in Boston,
Mass. A native of Somerville, Mass., he received
his masters degree and doctorate from Leland-Stan
ford University in California. He taught at Sweet
Briar College, Syracuse University and Middlebury
College. He was also formerly employed by the
State Department in Washington. Survivors: a sis
ter and two nieces. He belonged to Phi Mu Delta
fraternity.
1930 ALTON EUGENE CROCKETT, 65, of
Seattle, Washington, on January 31, 1973 in Seattle.
A native of South Naples, Maine, he was employed
by the Boeing Aircraft Corp, as an engineer. Sur
vivors: wife, a daughter, a grandson, and a sister.
He was a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fra
ternity.

1931 BLAKELEY GALLAGHER, 68, of Pine
Bluff, Arkansas, on January 2, 1973 in Pine Bluff.
A native of Boston, Mass., he was a member of
the U.S. Forest Service; Arkansas Forestry Com
mission USDA----- Soil Conservation Service. He
retired in October 1972. Survivors: wife, a daughter,
two grandchildren and one brother. He was a mem
ber of Phi Gamma Delta fraternity.
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1931 BURTON LEANDER WHITMAN, 62, of
Turner on January 19, 1973 in Turner. A native of
Turner, he attended UMO for one year. He had
been a farmer for several years and also had been
a lay preacher in Maine. Survivors: wife, a son
and two sisters, one of whom is Hope Dunn (Mrs.
Richard) ’35 of Windham. He was a member of
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity.

1932 CARLTON LITTLEFIELD GOODWIN, 62,
of South Portland on February 8, 1973 in South
Portland. A native of Shapleigh, he was associated
with the Portland Pipe Line for 31 years as main
tenance supervisor and senior corrosion engineer.
He was a member of the Methodist Church, AF &
AM, Hawthorne Lodge, Knights of Pythias, Alpha
Chi Sigma professional fraternity and the South
Portland Kiwanis. Survivors: father, wife, three
daughters, two of whom are Beverly (Mrs. R.
Cloutier) ’59 of Abadan, Iran, and Priscilla (Mrs. J.
Ware) ’66 of Calais, two stepsons, a brother, a sister
and 12 grandchildren.

1934 THE REV. CARLTON MAYO BABBIDGE,
62, of Limestone on September 15, 1972 in Lime
stone. A native of Hall’s Quarry, he was ordained
in 1942 and served as an Air Force chaplain from
1943 until 1946 during World War II. He pastored
and taught school in various Maine communities
during his later life. Survivors: wife, a son, two
sisters, three brothers and two grandchildren. He
was a member of Phi Mu Delta fraternity.
1934 DELLA RICH De WOLFE (MRS. HAROLD
A.) 66, of East Cornwall, Ontario, on February 8,
1973. A native of North Lincoln, she attended UMO
for three years. She taught private music in Orono
for several years before her marriage. Survivors:
husband, Harold A. ’30 of Cornwall, daughter, a
grandson and granddaughter, two sisters, and two
brothers.

1944 DR. PAUL FREDERICK KRUSE, JR., 51,
of Ardmore, Oklahoma, on January 31, 1973 in
Ardmore. A native of Bangor, he received his Ph.D.
in organic chemistry from the University of Texas.
He was vice-president of the Samuel Roberts Nobel
Foundation. He belonged to Phi Lambda Upsilon, an
honorary fraternity and Beta Theta Pi social fra
ternity. Survivors: wife, a son, and a sister, Mrs.
Lauress Parkman (Elizabeth M.) ’40 of Charlotte,
North Carolina.

In memory of LT. ARTHUR J. TIBBETTS ’45 who
died in August, 1945, many relatives and friends
have deposited gifts with the Appreciation Fund of
the College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
through the Annual Alumni Fund in lieu of flowers
following the death on February 7, 1973 of Lt.
Tibbetts’ father, Forrest C. Tibbetts of Liberty,
Maine.
1948 KENNETH ALBERT FROST, 59, of
Asheville, North Carolina, on February 22, 1973 in
Asheville. Bom in Balasore, India, he grew up in
Maine. He served in WWII from 1937 until 1942.
He had been a food inspector and had also worked
for various schools. Survivors: wife, three sons and
his parents.

1948 JOSEPH ROLAND “RED” LECLAIR, 50,
of Silver Spring, Maryland, on December 21, 1972
in Silver Spring. A native of Augusta, he was also
a graduate of George Washington University Law
School. He had been employed at the U.S. Patent
Office since 1948. He held the high hurdle record
at UMO and participated in the Philippine Olympics
in 1944. Survivors: wife, parents, three sons, four
daughters, two brothers, Richard R. ’51 of Silver
Spring and Raymond R. ’48 of Augusta, several
aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews and cousins. He was
a member of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.

1934 DR. IRA FLASCHNER, 59, of Weston,
Mass, on June 26, 1972 in Waltham, Mass. A na
tive of Stoughton, Mass., he attended UMO for
two years and graduated from Boston University.
He served in WWII. From 1946 until 1963 he was
chief of the department of anesthesiology at Wal
tham Hospital. Survivors: wife, a daughter, a son,
Alan ’63 and grandchildren.

1950 STANLEY EARL DAVIS, 46, of Bethel on
January 16, 1973 in Bethel. A native of Bethel, he
operated a contracting business and the Davis Build
ing Supply Co. in Bethel for many years. He was
head of the Vocational Department at Rumford
High School at the time of his death. Survivors:
wife, three sons, two daughters, parents, a brother,
a sister and a grandchild. He was a member of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.

1936 CHARLOTTE ANN FULLER (MRS.
FRANK E. SOUTHARD, JR.), 58, of Augusta on
June 7, 1972 in Augusta. She was a native of
Hallowell. Survivors: a sister, Mrs. Spofford Giddings
(Frances) ’28 of Waterville and a son, Frank E. Ill
’68 of Whitefield. She was a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi.

1950 RALPH E. STAPLES, SR., 47, of Farmingdale on January 15, 1973 in Lewiston. A native of
Rockport, he served in the police for 20 years. He
had been employed as business manager of the
Maine Motor Vehicle Registry. He was a veteran
of World War II. Survivors: wife, father, two sons,
a brother, three sisters and several nieces and
nephews.

1940 NORMAN LEWIS DANFORTH, JR., 53, of
Sudbury, Mass., on March 13,1973 in Sudbury. A
native of Waterville, he also attended Colby Col
lege. He was a retired sales and marketing repre
sentative for Allis-Chalmers Corporation. He served
during WWII. Survivors: wife, Beatrice (Gleason
’41), past class secretary for the class of 1941, two
daughters and a son. He was a member of Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity.

1942 THE REV. ALEXANDER DUNCAN LOU
DON, 75, of Glen Cove, Long Island, New York,
on February 4, 1973 in Glen Cove. A native of
Kilsyth, Scotland, he served in the British Army
during WWI after which he emigrated to Maine.
He attended Bangor Theological Seminary where
he earned a divinity degree and later in life was
awarded an honorary doctorate. He pastored in
Brownville and Castine. Survivors: four sisters. He
was a member of Sigma Mu Sigma honorary fra
ternity.

1943 HELEN MYERS SCHIAPPUCCI (MRS.
JAMES A.), 51, of Milford, Mass., on February 25,
1973 in Milford. A native of Orono, she taught
school for several years in Massachusetts. Sur
vivors: husband, and three brothers and a sister.
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1951 ROBERT CHARLES FALCONI, 44, of
Campbell, California, on January 26, 1973 in Den
ver, Colorado, after a long kidney illness. A native
of Portland, he was an engineer with the firm of
MacKay & Somps, in San Jose. He served in the
Navy from 1951 until 1955. Survivors: wife, a
daughter, mother and two sisters.

1957 LAWRENCE GOULD EATON, JR., 41, of
Boothbay on January 23, 1973 in Boothbay. A na
tive of Ellsworth, he had taught school for several
years in Maine. At the time of his death, he was a
mathematics teacher at Boothbay Region High
School where he had taught since 1963. Survivors:
wife, two stepsons, his mother, a half brother and
a half sister.
I

1957 JOHN FRANCIS FLEMING, 39, of Houston,
Texas, on January 14, 1973 in Houston. A native oil
Bangor, he also attended the University of Georgia
Law School. He was employed as a district manager
in an insurance business in South Texas for the past
several years. Survivors: wife, four daughters, two
sons, a sister and a brother. He was a member of
Phi Gamma Delta fraternity.
1958 STEPHEN ALBERT GETCHELL, 37, of Bel
fast on January 28, 1973 in Bangor, as the result
of an automobile accident. A native of Lewiston,
he also attended the University of Minnesota. He
taught at Boothbay Harbor Regional High School,
and at Monmouth Academy. He became a golf
professional in 1969 and was a member of the Maine
Professional Golf Association. Survivors: wife, a
daughter, two sons, one sister, Deborah Ray (Mrs.
Richard) ’60 of Winthrop, and his parents. He be
longed to Phi Gamma Delta fraternity.
1959 PHILIP DOUGLAS ANDERSON, 36, of
Pownal, Vermont, on January 19, 1973 in Pownal.
A native of Portland, he also attended Portland
Junior College. Survivors: wife, parents, a son,
daughter, a sister, aunts, uncles and cousins. He was
a member of Phi Gamma Delta fraternity.

1961 MARJORIE MONK ANDERSON (MRS.
ALBERT) 73, of St. Petersburg, Fla., on February
24, 1973 in St. Petersburg. A native of Auburn, she
taught school for many years in Livermore Falls and
Madison. She was a member of the Maine Teachers
Assn., past president of the Professional Women’s
Club, a member of the Veterans of Foreign War
Auxiliary, and a member of the OES in Livermore
Falls. Survivors: husband, a daughter, a brother
and two grandchildren and one great-grandchild.

1964 MRS. GWENDOLYN GRAVES DOUGLAS,
53, of South Portland on July 30, 1972 in Augusta,
Maine. A native of Walpole, Mass., she also at
tended Westbrook Junior College. Survivors: two
sons, mother, a sister and a brother.

1964 BRUCE PARKER DURGIN, 40, of Wau
chula, Florida, on December 27, 1972 in Wauchula.
A native of Lewiston, he was a teacher and school
administrator for many years in Maine, Georgia and
Florida. He was active in the community with
scouts, Kiwanis, school committees and church
work. Survivors: wife, a son, two daughters and parents.

1951 JEAN-PAUL ROGER ROBERGE, 49, of
Annapolis, Maryland, on February 23, 1973 in
Biddeford. A native of Biddeford, he served in
WWII and received a ROTC commission as a
lieutenant at UMO. He taught languages in An
napolis from 1958 until March 1972 when he re
turned to Maine. Survivors: mother, two sons, a
daughter, four sisters and a brother. He was a
member of the Scabbard and Blade.

1969 ROBERT ARTHUR GARDNER, 26, of
Whitneyville, on February 26, 1973 in Phoenixville,
Pennsylvania, as a result of an automobile ac
cident. A native of Machias, he had been employed
by Eastman Kodak Corp, for two years. He en
tered the U.S. Army in 1971 and was stationed in
Philadelphia. Pa. Survivors: mother, a brother, ma
ternal grandfather, paternal grandparents, aunts,
uncles and cousins. He was a member of Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity.

1954 EDWARD HOLLIS CHILMAN, 40, of Port
land on February 26, 1973 in Falmouth. A native
of Lewiston, he served during the Korean Conflict
in Japan. He worked for the Union Mutual Insur
ance Co. at the time of his death. Survivors: wife,
parents, a son and a daughter, stepchildren, grand
mother, uncles, aunts and cousins. He was a mem
ber of Sigma Epsilon fraternity.

1971 LESLIE ROY MCLEOD, JR., 23, of Dixfield
on December 22, 19*72 in Rumford as a result of an
automobile accident. A native of Rumford, he at
tended the University of Maine for three years.
He was formerly employed by the State Highway
Department and for the past year had been em
ployed by the town of Dixfield. Survivors: parents,
a sister, and a brother.

LAW

1904 JUDSON EMERY SIPPRELLE, 92, of
Grand Valley, Colorado, on January 7, 1973 in
Grand Valley. A native of Monticello, Maine, he
had a private law practice and retired at age 85.
Survivors: wife, daughter, son, three grandchildren
and five great grandchildren.
1913 HARRY BLOCH WESTGATE, 84, of Pomo
na, California, on February 4, 1973 in Pomona. A
native of Taunton, Mass., he received his LL. B.
from Portland and was still a practicing attorney
at the time of his death. He was a postmaster from
1922 until 1935 and a police judge from 1938 until
1952. He opened a law firm under the name of
Westgate and Bowen. He served during WWI. Sur
vivors: a daughter, a son and four grandchildren
He was a member of Phi Delta Phi fraternity.
I
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FACULTY

Clarence M. Weston added a note to their Christ
mas Card “We are both keeping reasonably well
considering my 87 years and Nestlin’s many ac
tivities.” Burton and Grace Flanders wrote from
Florida. “We enjoyed our flight from Boston to
Florida, a new experience for us but I miss my car
and will try to buy a secondhand one. The weather
is wonderful here, normal temperature in the 80’s.
Many visitors are here and trying to find places to
live.”
Elon Brown has set the pace for the rest of the
Class. Although he has retired from the store he
writes “I have been very well for the past year
most of the time and am looking forward to having
another good garden this year.” Elon, a charter
member of the Norway-Paris Kiwanis Club, was
honored by the Club at a recent meeting for his
record as an active member for 46 years with a
perfect attendance record for 25 years. The Club
presented him with a Certificate of Appreciation.
The event was covered by the Norway AD
VERTISER with a picture of Elon.

I

CARL E. OTTO, 77, of Orono on February 1,
1973 in Bangor. A native of Covington, Kentucky,
he was a graduate of the University of Cincinnati
with a bachelor, masters and doctoral degree. He
was associated with the University of Maine since
1922, and was associate professor emeritus in
chemistry, retiring in 1961. He was a veteran from
both WWI and WWII. Survivors: a son, Fred B.
’56 of Orono, a brother, a sister, Mrs. Henry Wallace
(Irene C. ’30) and four grandchildren. Former
friends and students who wish to contribute to a
memorial fund can do so by writing the “Carl
Otto Fund” in care of the Chemistry Department.
The earnings from the fund will be used either as
part of the library endowment or for the University
Research Equipment and Book Fund.

DR. FRANK C. FOSTER, 78, of Friendship on
January 10, 1973 in Cincinnati, Ohio. A native of
Clifton Springs, New York, he was a graduate of
Colby College and taught with the missionary
services in China. After World War II he returned
to Orono as a professor of education at UMO. He
also taught during summer sessions at the Univer
sity.

loLONEL GEORGE WILLIAM SMALL of Orono,

on April 2 in Baltimore, Maryland. He received
his Ph.D. in Philosophy and English Literature
from the Johns Hopkins University in 1924. After
teaching at Hopkins and the University of Washing
ton, he became Professor of English at UMO in
1929 until his retirement in 1957. He was also
coach of the tennis team. Col. Small served during
both World Wars and was district president of the
Reserve Officers Association. Survivors: a daughter,
two grandchildren, one sister and one brother.

Class
Notes
MR. JAMES A. GANNETT
166 Main Street
Orono, Maine 04473
The Class received the news of the death
/
of our Alice Phillips with mingled feel
ings of sorrow and, at the same time, of
relief that her days of illness were at an end. At 90
she had lived a long and fruitful life. Dr. Frank P.
Gilley ’44, a brother dentist, who occupied an of
fice in the same building with Alice’s husband, Dr.
George A. Phillips, spoke in high terms of Alice
and George. I was able to represent the Class at
the funeral service.

MR. FRED D. KNIGHT
Noble Building
705 New Britain Avenue
Hartford, Conn. 06016
My news for this issue is more bad than
/
good. The good first. Walter Harvey is
as spry as ever—takes a swim every day
and still drives considerable distances. His tape
recorder goes where he goes and records all events
of importance. Had a nice visit from him recently.
My hearty congratulations to Mrs. Zubik and
spouse. The Knights are tramping—almost skiing—
down the western slope rather faster than they would
like, but they are still ambulatory for which we are
thankful. It is with great sadness that I record the
death of Mrs. J. Randolph Bradstreet (Helen Stew
ard) in Feb. after a long illness in a nursing home
in Laguna Hills, Calif. Clint Plumly died in March
at his home in Portland after a brief illness follow
ing surgery.

MR. GEORGE BEARCE
138 Franklin St.
Bucksport, Maine 04416
Not too much news this time as it
/
seems hard to get letters from some of
our old classmates. “HELP”
Talked with Bertha and N. E. “Nemo” Smith and
they attended the Maine Alumni Luncheon in
Sarasota, Fla. on Feb. 22. By the time these notes
are printed they will be at their summer place in
Franklin, N. C. up near the Smokey Mountains.
Parker & Ruby Cooper spent the winter at their
usual apartment in St. Pete, Fla. but will be start
ing back to Albion, Me. in April to plant his beans.
Phoned to L. J. “Dutch” Wertheim in Ormond
Bch., Fla. and he and Eunice are fine but not too
active except a card game occasionally, They have
one great-grandchild so far.
The Albert Verrills spent the winter at their usual
apartment in Indian Rock, Fla but will soon start
back for home in Westbrook, Me.
Ernest & Catherine came down from their New
Hampshire place last fall and plan to return this
April, from their apartment in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Ernie and your secy, played golf on a 3-Par Course
this winter about once a week. We don’t pretend
to be as good as Jack Nicklaus but had some good
exercise over the 18 hole easy course and another
Maine Alumnus, ’21 I think, Herb Tinker, joined us
once in a while.

MR. WILLIAM E. SCHRUMPF
84 College Ave.
Orono, Me ., 04473
Frank “Pete” Lancaster is at the Paulsen
/
Horse, Inc., where he has been a pa
tient for the past year. It is at 750 Union
Stieet, Bangor, Me., 04401.
After cataract operations, your secretary is
eageily watching the mail for class news. Can you

help him with newsy bits about yourself?
James P. Poole writes “Retired from teaching as
a Professor Emeritus of Botany in 1957 but still
on active duty as a Curator of Jesup Herbarium in
the Dept, of Bio sciences at Dartmouth College.”

MR. ROY W. PEASLEE
60 Bow Bog Road
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
Fifty-nine years from graduation and still
going strong. Read on and you will agree.
Leon Field—Retiring from his work
as engineer -in —a ---mill of the Oxford APaper VV,J
Co., Leon
writes My wife
" and- -I -have had thirteen years of
very pleasant retirement. Red Cross takes up much
of my wife’s time and my chief interest has been
in salt water fishing. Regards to you and all the
other old boys”. Previously Leon has been active
as a mill engineer in the rubber industry.
Wilson (Gramp) Morse writes “We are living on
the farm where I was bom and except for a year
and a half in Farmington as County Agent have
lived all my life. General farming until 1930 since
then wholly apples, mostly McIntosh. Have been
active in church, school, and apple organizations
until a few years back when I retired and now live
in a small house on the farm. Have had a very
interesting life wrestling with the problems of grow
ing and marketing apples. Made two different
models of one-man sprayers, helped develop deer
fencing of orchards. My most unexpected accom
plishment was shooting two bears, each with a bullet
thru the spine.”
Frank Libby has had a long and useful career
serving many positions including-Deputy Clerk of
Courts for Cumberland County, Attorney for the
MCRR and Portland Terminal, also for the Maine
PUC representing the State on five Interstate Com
merce Commission Joint Boards, also as Council
man for the City of Portland and in 1921 was ad
mitted to practice in the U. S. Supreme Court. The
Libbys celebrated their 56th Wedding Anniversary
in 1972. They have 3 sons, 2 daughters, 18 grand
children and 14 great-grandchildren. For years he
officiated in football and baseball games. Now
Frank writes “I am lazy and enjoying my retire
ment”. We don’t “buy” that.
Howe (Hoss) Hall writes from his home in Orono
that he has no news, but no one will agree. Since
he lost Mrs. Hall in 1966 two of his sisters live
with him in the winter. Then he says “I chauffeur,
read, watch TV and go to Spruce Head in the
summer.” Between these seasons he becomes a
nomad, searching for rabbits and deer. As prof
“Hoss” writes “I have found there is a lot of space
around a deer. One day a warden asked for my
license. I dug one out and he said ‘this is last
year’s.’ That is O.K. I said as I am only shooting
at the deer I missed last year.”
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MRS. HAROLD W. COFFIN
(Grace Bristol)
66 Eighteenth St
Bangor, Me. 04401
There seem to be more classmates than
/
any of us like to see appearing in the
obituaries. We regret to have seen in
the last issue the deaths of Arthur Nile Blanchard
of Cumberland Center, Ray Milo Carter of Darien,
Connecticut, and Neil Glendon Luce of Strong. All
leave families, to whom we wish to extend sympathy.
News is a bit scarce this time. Ed and Myrtle
Dempsey and George Sweet and Mrs. Sweet have
been getting together in Florida this winter. Linwood Pitman and Mrs. Pitman were also in Florida,
and planned to attend the annual alumni luncheon
in Sarasota.
Your secretary has been spending the winter
visiting with the family. The beginning was Thanks
giving, with Dick (’42) and Nancy (MacKay) ’49
Coffin and their family in New Jersey. Then Christ
mas was with Olive (’48) and “Skipper” (’50) Hart,
in Nobleboro. They have a daughter at UMP this
year. After that I went across the country to visit
Marguerite Coffin ’44 and Judith Coffin Golightly
’49 in California, and Lois Coffin Ensberg ’50 in
South Dakota. I also had a week in Honolulu with
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a granddaughter, her Navy husband and my yearold great-granddaughter.
Don’t forget we are planning to get together
again in June. Roy Higgins says he has never missed
one of our class reunions, and doesn’t intend to
miss this one, although he was hospitalized in
California during the winter. Can’t you all make
a little special effort and be there?

MR, FRANCIS HEAD
73 Westchester Ave.
Pittsfield, Mass. 01201
Don’t forget that our 55th Reunion
comes June 8 & 9. If we don’t have
enough for a dinner of our own, we will
join the Senior Alumni.
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Ernest Turner hears from many of us. A recent
letter mentions Roger Hill, Frank Libby and a visit
from George Cheney from Florida. He has had a
heart attack, but still plays nine holes of golf.
Tom Borjesson is running for Town Clerk of
Richmond again. He sent a clipping showing
Francis Bisbee of Gray having his 97th birthday.

Arthur Moul wrote from Buffalo. He has had
but one job. After some heart trouble he lives in
the family home with a daughter, but visits other
daughters in Denver and Ft. Lauderdale. He can
write, but can no longer read, and would appreciate
hearing from any of you.
Reuben Levin of Bennington, Vt. sent a clipping
which told of one of his father’s partners who had
supper with Vice President Cal Coolidge. His
partner scolded him for not letting him know. The
partner replied “I didn’t think it was that im
portant.” Close-mouthed, both of them.
Had Fred Loring on the phone. He was Law, and
said he visited the campus only once. He is un
married and lives with his sister, retired from gen
eral practice 5 years ago. He is 87, and walks with
a cane.
I missed Marguerite Eva (Farmer) Soule in Still
water, but left a note and got a nice letter. She
taught school, then her husband took over a gen
eral store in Charleston for 46 years. She now
lives with a daughter, Mrs. N. H. Nash. This daugh
ter is a seed analyst at UMO. Another daughter
teaches in Dover-Foxcroft. One son teaches in
Lexington, Mass., and another in Winchester, Mass.
They are all UMO graduates. 10 grandchildren, 9
greats.

MR. STACY L. BRAGDON
47 Parker Road
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181
On March 13 Vernon H. Wallingford
/
wrote as follows: “As I write, forsythia
is in full bloom. We now see the sun
occasionally, after a dreary winter. Since mv retire
ment in 1967 we have nothing exciting to report ex
cept the celebration of our 50th wedding anniversary
last summer. Our son, David, who lives in nearby
Florissant, Missouri, is one of about 87,000 em
ployees of McDonnell Douglas. His three boys,
teenage and under, help to make life interesting for
us. Our older son, Harlan, lives in West Nyack,
N. Y., and teaches at Pace College in New York.
He has two boys and two girls. The older boy is a
junior at the Air Force Academy; the other boy
attends American University in Washington, D.C.
My wife, Jessie Prince, and I do very little traveling
because of the necessity of contributing to the sup
port of several doctors in the area. But we do en
joy the news from UMO and make frequent trips
there mentally.” Vernon’s address is 400 Royal
Ave., Ferguson, Mo. 63135.

Mark R. Lawler says that nothing has happened
to him lately. The Saturday Evening Post still is
holding one of his stories, but he does not know
what they are going to do with it. They have had
it so long that it may become an antique. Yankee
Magazine has paid him for a story but it has not
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yet appeared in print. Mark says: “I don’t think
that I am a good subject to write about as so few
people knew me when I was at the U. of M. If
the world suddenly decides that I am a genius, I
will let you know about it.” You may recall that
Mark had a story in an issue of the Saturday
Evening Post a year or so ago. Mark’s address
is Box 428, Weaverville, N. C. 28787.

In a recent telephone conversation with Clifford
Ohnemus of nearby Weston he stated that he had
tried to find me at home several times without suc
cess. We’ll get together one of these days and do a
lot of reminiscing. Cliff states that his son, Cliff Jr.,
lives in Welleslev Hills and is associated with Clark
Movers of Jamaica Plain, Mass. A few days ago
I talked with Kenneth MacQuarrie on the telephone.
He received his LL.B, degree from Northeastern
University in 1925 and practiced law in Boston
until ten years ago at which time he retired. He
lives at 24 Larchmont Rd., Melrose, Mass. 02176.
Florence and I attended the dedication of the
Ethel Percy Andrus Gerontology Center at the Uni
versity of Southern California in mid-February.
Five hundred members of NRTA and AARP were
in attendance. While in the area of Los Angeles,
we had dinner on the famous liner THE QUEEN
MARY, visited Disneyland, the Universal Studios,
the Huntington Art Museum and the Santa Barbara
Mission. Even though I am supposed to be retired,
I find myself quite busy with retired teacher ac
tivities especially in the area of legislation. I still
do some work for the Wellesley Public Schools. I
had a very poor response to the 20 letters and cards
which I sent out early in February and March ask
ing for some items of interest to members of the
class. Please do better for me next time.

Eastern Star. During WWI he served overseas in
the regular Navy. He saw much action in France.
His notable war record brought three personal
citations from General Pershing and one citation
from General Lejeune. He was awarded the Navy
Cross which is the second highest United States
decoration and goes only to persons who have per
formed outstanding acts of heroism against an
armed enemy. Following this war he became an
administrator with the Duxbury, Mass, school sys
tem. In WWII he went into the Naval Reserve and
was soon promoted to the grade of LieutenaiW
Commander in the Dartmouth College Training unit
division. In June 1946, Dartmouth conferred an
honorary degree upon him. After his return to
civilian life, he. became the Administrator of Eliza
beth Kenny Institute in Minneapolis, which was the
largest hospital in the country to treat poliomyelitis.
His brother C. Raymond MacKenney was class of
1914, his daughter Mrs. Norman M. Peterson is
class of 1945 and his nephew, Charles Raymond
MacKenney, Jr. is class of 1951. In 1970, he and
his daughter returned to Maine for his 50th reunion
and for her 25th! And at the same time, his grand
son was graduating from Dartmouth—25 years be
tween generations! (Leroy MacKenney was in
correctly listed under the class of 1923 in the Memoriain section of the last issue of the Alumnus.
Sincere apologies for the error—Editor.)

MRS. STORMONT JOSSELYN
(Emilie Kritter)
299 Kenoza Ave.
Haverhill, Mass. 01830
To Leah Ramsdell Fuller our sincere
congratulations! She has been notified
that she is to be listed in the first edition
of “The World Who’s Who of Women” to be pub
lished this coming summer by Melrose Press, Ltd.,
Cambridge, England. Leah is the author of several
childrens’ books. (In ’71 the Fullers sold their
Coral Gables home and are now permanently lo
cated in Rockland.)
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MRS. BETTY MILLS TOWNER
560 Orange St.
New Haven, Conn. 06511
Norman Shaw is glad to have helped
two grandchildren at the UMO. One is
a junior, one graduates this year. Harry
Watson is home after three weeks in the hospital
having suffered a coronary. We wish you a speedy
dash back to health! Marguerite Mills Beach is con
valescing from surgery at her home in Shelton,
Conn. Her husband, David still carries a small
church in Branford, mostly to “keep him on his
toes.”
Barbara Dunn Hitchner mentions that a friend
enjoyed meeting Kathryn Gordon Myers and her
husband on a cruise. How about a note, Kathryn,
with news of you first hand? Henry and Grace Butler have been spending a relaxing month in Arizona.
Larry Hodgkins and Ardis have 2 grandchildren,
one is quite new, bom December 19. They were
planning a month or more in Florida, taking in
“spring training, golf and swimming.” Your secre
tary spent Christmas at Lido Beach, talked with
Verne Beverly, but a touch of flu prevented more.
Amy was home from hospital and on the road to
recovery.
Eleanor Jackson (Jack) is now at Fairlawn Nurs
ing Home, 265 Lowell St., Lexington, Mass. 02173.
Don Steward visited recently, said “she seems to be
doing very well and looks happy and healthy.” She
is active for her class and continues to show her
great love for the University. Your University
loves you, Jackie.

Leroy Nelson MacKenney belongs to the class of
’20 and we mourn the death of one of our distin
guished members, coming from a family deeply as
sociated with the University of Maine. His wife re
sides at Newfield House, Plymouth, Mass. 02360. He
was a member of the National Honorary Biology Fra
ternity, Phi Sigma, and of Alpha Tau Omega, so
cial fraternity. He held a masters degree in educa
tion from UMO and a masters degree in hospital
administration from the University of Minnesota
with additional graduate work at Harvard Univer
sity. He was a master mason in the Order of
Masonry and a past Patron in the Order of the

Martha Woodbury Kurth has sold her home in
New Hampshire and is now living in Quincy, Mass.,
where she taught school before her retirement. Kay
Stewart, after 45 years on Ohio St., Bangor, has
moved to Mt. Hope Ave. (toward Veazie). SKS
feels as if she were living in the country! MarSL
Bragg’s new address (with her brother Herbert ’25)
is Apt. 35, 320 Hershberger Rd., N. W. Roanoke,
Va. 24012. Marion designs beautiful greeting cards.
Last summer Effie Weatherbee Peters took a 21
day bus tour touching Nebraska, S. D., Wyoming,
Idaho, Utah and Colorado—visiting historical spots
and National Parks. Ruth and Howard Sewall took
a cruise to Europe last summer, landing in Lisbon,
then a land tour of that country, Spain and Morocco.
They sailed on the Holland American New Amster
dam and pronounced it a “fantastic trip.” Allen M.
Varney writes: “50 vears in the rubber industry and
still going strong. My best to all my friends in ’21.”

There’s still time to send in your contribution toRoger, for our very special Class Fund!

LESLIE W. HUTCHINS
30 Alban Road
Waban, Mass. 02168
We missed Bill Connon at our 50th and
now we know the reason—his wife broke
her hip at Daytona Beach on May 16,
1972. We hope that Mrs. Connon is ambulatory
now Bill and that you will again return to Maine.
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Our Class President Foster Blake has been having
his troubles following surgery at the Eastern Maine
Hospital. We hope Foster that you are now well
enough to have that golf game which you had
planned with Hank Turner in Fla.
Our best wishes to those who have been or are
now ill—Larry Davee, Sumner Hopkins, Bentley
Hutchins. To Mrs. Bill Feeney—our sincere con
dolences.

MRS. WILLIAM W. RICH
(Ruth Spear)
Prides Crossing, Mass. 01965
On retiring last June from the Univer
/
sity of Cincinnati Doris Twitchell Allen
was honored with the title of “Prof.
Emerita of Psychology”; and from Xavier Univer
sity in Cincinnati she received the honorary degree
of Doctor of Laws. Now living in Ellsworth, she
will join us in June. Harriet Weatherbee True writes
j^from Florida “we went to St. Petersburg to a U.
M. luncheon. Frankie Webster, Anne Thurston
Henderson ’25 and her husband were with us—had
a fine time seeing old friends.” Harriet plans to be
back for reunion. “Bee” Cleaves Stevens is now on
a trip to Mexico and Central America but will be
back for the 50th.
Don Alexander retired in 1967 as Supervisor of
Electrical Eng’g. Frigidaire division of G.M.C. He
now keeps busy with cameras, radios and electronic
studies when not traveling the globe with wife
Marjorie. They have three sons, Merrill, Purdue U.
and now owner of an automobile agency in In
diana; Donald, Whitworth College and U. of
Oregon for graduate work, now vice president of
Merrill Lynch in Portland, Oregon; Thomas is
Sales Coordinator for Reynolds & Reynolds Co. in
Dayton, Ohio. Don plans to be back for reunion.
Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead, retired Methodist
minister, lives at Penney Farms, Fla. where he is
treasurer of Penney Farms Retirement Corp.
With wife, Ellen, he plans a family reunion party
at U. of M. in June with his three children Mary
(Mrs. Hemman) '43, David G. ’43 and Elizabeth
’49. John C. Winslow, retired Chief Engineer, Elec
tric Autolite Co., Toledo, Ohio, is busy with church
work and home hobbies in Westbrook and is look
ing forward to seeing old friends at our 50th re
union.
The 50th Reunion Committee of our class met
at the Holiday Inn in Augusta in February with
Don Stewart and Wayne Cote from the Alumni As
sociation. Everyone was enthusiastic and exciting
plans are being made. Classmates from Ohio, Mich
igan, New Jersey, Florida and New England are
already making their plans to be on campus so
make a special effort to join us.

•Qemember
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MRS. CLARENCE C. LITTLE
(“Bea” Johnson)
Lafayette Town House
Portland, Maine 04101
Harold L. Durgin has retired from the
Central Vermont Service Corporation
and from now on he will receive his
mail at his home address: 55 Litchfield Ave., Rut
land, Vermont, 05701. We send our best wishes for
a happy and healthy leisure Harold. Mike Gentile
was one of those honored at a celebration held at
Steckino’s Restaurant at Lewiston recently. Uni
versity Alumni and friends lauded Mike’s splendid
contributions of service and devotion to the Uni
versity over a period of fifty years. Congratulations
Mike. Ann and Adolph Robison continue to travel
in their enthusiasm to promote causes which need
support and growth. Ann’s holiday letter with
Adolph’s comments was full of their doings which
included two trips to Israel, Ann’s election to office
in national Jewish organizations. Ann, thanks to
you and Adolph for your compassionate personal
note. Ann would easily qualify for the class nomina
tion for perpetual motion.
Theodore F. Hatch, our internationally distin
guished industrial hygienist, would qualify as the
male perpetual motion machine of the class. His
speeches at distant places and lands, his papers
written for professional journals and his work with
WHO are literally too many to list. Keep up the
good work Ted—as long as you feel well in so
doing.
Ethelyn Percival Howard was in Portland and
New Hampshire recently m connection with the es
tablishment of new Delta Zeta Sorority Chapters
at UMPG and three new ones in New Hampshire.
As for your Secretary, she has been ill, in and out
of hospitals and doctor’s offices for months with
enigmatic difficulties which prevent her walking
more than a few steps at a time. Finally, at Mass.
Gen. Hospital they have prescribed some medicine
which may help. In the meantime I am praying
hard. Best wishes to all.
MRS. WILLIAM E. SCHRUMPF
(Mildred G. Brown)
84 College Ave.
Orono, Maine 04473
One of the 3 alumni honored at Uni
versity of Maine’s Alumni and Friends’
Night of the Lewiston-Auburn Alumni
Assn., was “Zeke” Dwelley for his contribution to
the University during the past 50 years. Silver foot
balls were presented to the honored Alumni.
Louise Lord, our class v.p., has been touring
Lebanon, Israel, Greece, Yugoslavia and Italy this
past spring.

Allen Chellis is an American Red Cross First Aid
instructor in Winthrop. Allen is an active member
of the Hillandalers, a recreational snowmobile and
riding group. Claude Tozier and Mrs. Ruth Orday
Schlosberg, of South Portland, were married Jan
26. The wedding took place at the United Presby
terian Church. They resided in Port Charlotte, Fla.
for the winter and are making their home at Chan
nel Road, South Portland.

MRS. TRYGVE HEISTAD
(Shirley Roberts)
Sylvan Way
Manchester, Maine 04351
Austin Wilkins, after serving 44 years
with the Forestry Department of the
State of Maine, retired in January. He
went on to Cornell University, after receiving his
B.S. degree in 1926 at UMO and received his mas
ters degree in 1928. That same year he started with
the State Forestry Department. Austin was offi
cially appointed Forest Commissioner in 1958 and
has served in that capacity until the time of his
retirement. Austin’s hobby is the collection of un
usual natural wood formations. He has over 1,000
different formations. He is also thinking of writing
a paper from his 40 odd years of accumulated data.
There are also three bulletins he may write for the
department on subjects he said he always wanted
done. These include a history of the disastrous fire
in 1947, a history of the King’s broad arrow policy
in the Colonial days of logging, and a piece on his
44 year record as a segment in the department’s his
tory. As commissioner, Austin supervised programs
to maintain and protect Maine’s 18 million acres of
forest. He also has held a number of state, regional
and national posts.
Sylvester Poor is chief engineer, Department of
Transportation, State of Maine. Syl started working
for the State Highway Commission 46 years ago.
When he began his career the department had 20
resident engineers and 20 inspectors and assistants.
Today the department has engineers, inspectors and
draftsmen numbering 700 and maintenance per
sonnel numbering some 3,000 in the summer. There
have been many important advances in materials
and equipment since those early days. At a sur
prise testimonial dinner given late in Dec., “Syl”
and his wife Marion were honored by 324 people
who had gathered from throughout the state to
honor them.
Now then, all the rest of you sit down now and
write to your class reporter!
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MRS. EARLE R. WEBSTER
(Peg Preble)
93 Norway Road
Bangor, Maine 04401
.
It was a real shock to receive word of
'
Tuck Lewis’ sudden death on Feb. 7
due to a heart attack. Tuck appeared
timeless and his boundless energy, his love of life,
his devotion to friends and to the University of
Maine will be missed by all who worked with him.
Our sincere sympathy goes to his wife, Marie, and
his children, Paul, Prudence ’58 and Pamela.
Friends wishing to make memorial gifts were asked
to make them to the University of Maine Alumni
Assoc. The winter issue of the Alumnus noted the
death of Inez Stevens Ready, (Mrs. Joseph) of Bel
mont, Mass. And to Angeline Momeault Michaud
our sympathy on the loss of her father. A winter
note from Ruth Leman Grady reported that while
she and Crystal Hughes Dostie were unable to get
to reunion they did have a satisfactory replay when
they visited with Betty Muzzy Hastings at her cot
tage last summer. I had a note from Betty right
after Christmas and she was headed for Florida for
a month or two. A delightful letter from Ruth and
Seldon Pearce. After reunion they took a week sail
ing the Maine coast on the Windjammer “Victory
Chimes” and again returned to northern Maine for
a foliage trip in October. They still square dance
and engage in endless volunteer activities. George
Dow wrote in February that he, Myrtle, and their
daughter Ruth were going to visit their daughter
in Florida. This report was followed by a letter
from Elmer Kelso telling of meeting George at the
St. Petersburg Alumni Assoc, meeting where George
spoke on recent university developments. “He also
showed pictures of some sort of white stuff around
his house in Nobleboro and spoke of lower tempera
tures. He claimed to like it but got no favorable
response here.” Also from Elmer: John Snell has
retired to a home in So. Venice, Fla. (How about
an addiess John?) Si Winch is in Venice for the
winter; (will it be Conn, or Maine for the summer,
Si?); Elmer had not seen Henry Scribner since ’27
but was about to look him up in Clearwater and
last but not least of planned reunions was one in
Daytona with Bob Douglas. I think Elmer is really
enjoying hunting for the list of ’27 ers I sent him.
Hope to hear from other area chairmen and as always—thank you for your help.

HOPE CRAIG WIXSON
(Mrs. Eldwin)
Oaknole, R.2
Winslow, Maine 04902
Our president, Dr. Frederick H. Thomp
son reminds us that this year is our 45th
reunion. The dates are Friday and Saturday, June 8 and 9. All Reunion events will be held
in the Hilltop Area of the campus, lodgings in
cluded.
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The Class Banquet will be Friday evening. A class
meeting will be Saturday morning with the Alumni
Luncheon and Banquet also on Saturday. Further
information has been mailed to each one of you.
Fred continues that the
represented in leadership of
Lawrence Cutler serving as
of Trustees and Albert M.
the Alumni Association.

Class of 1928 is well
the University with Dr.
chairman of the Board
Parker as president of

The Thompsons have been again wintering in
Tucson, Ariz. at Ranch House Lodge while George
and Thelma (Perkins ’28) were at Tucson Estates.
So everyone plan to put June 8 and 9 on your
calendar.
“Putting Food By” is the title of a new book by
Ruth Densmore Hertzberg, formerly of the Stroudwater area of Portland. The book is published by
Stephen Green Press of Brattleboro, Vt. and the
review says in part “. . . if any modern-day house
wife ever gets transported to the time of the 1700s
it would help if she had a copy of this small
paperback in her pocket.” Ruth has been a county
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agent in Home Economics in Vermont. She has
also taught Peace Corps volunteers the best way
to use and preserve foods in such diverse areas as
the Chilean Andes and Equatorial Africa.
Your reporter was the subject of a feature article
in the Waterville Morning Sentinel in conjunction
with the 60th anniversary of the organization of
Fort Halifax Chapter, Daughters of the American
Revolution. The write-up also brought in other ac
tivities I have participated in. Included was a his
tory of the chapter which I wrote for the occasion.
It is with regret that I feel I must submit my
resignation from this position which I have much
enjoyed. I am now badly crippled with arthritis and
currently recovering from a December heart attack.
Manage to get around with the use of a walker but
am mostly confined to the house. Over the years I
have greatly enjoyed the contacts this work has
brought me and my heartfelt thanks go out to all
of those of you who sent me notes and news about
yourselves or classmates. It has been an enjoyable
10 years and I am sorry it has to come to an end.
At the June Class Meeting please elect someone
else.

REGINALD H. MERRILL, SR
89 Center St
Brewer, Maine 04412
.
Roger C. “Shag” Wilkins, Chairman and
'
chief executive officer of the Travelers
Corporation, has been selected as dinner
chairman for the 1973 National Human Relations
Awards Banquet, sponsored bv the Connecticut and
Western Massachusetts region of The National Con
ference of Christians and Jews. This 1973 dinner
will be held April 2, at the Hartford Hilton Hotel.
Donald E. Tracy retired in 1972 as District Sales
Manager of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Com
pany, Rhode Island area, after 43 years of service
with that company. “Don” is now enjoying golf,
traveling, etc. Our sincere thanks to Myrtle
(Walker) Dow for her interesting letter of March
19 written from her Nobleboro home where she
and George (1928) are still enjoying retirement on
their 400 acre farm and woodland resort. She and
George did however, take time for a three week’s
vacation to Florida, leaving January 15 and re
turning home on February 8. The Dows visited
many friends and relatives en route and while in
St. Petersburg, George gave a talk to U. of M.
Alumni there. Fraternity brother Carleton D.
Staples, Eliot, Maine, stopped in at your corlespondent’s office one day early in March for a
brief chat. “Stape” is still going strong as an In
spector for the U. S. Treasury Department, Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Fire Arms, a post which
he has held since 1935. “Ken” Downing of Bangor,
now retired, states that his major hobbies include
“being concerned for the unfortunate” and photog
raphy . . . . . . . Ken and Lillis Dudley of Veazie
left March 8 on a three weeks’ cruise to the Caribbean. Ken retired July 1, 1972, after serving 43
years with the Bangor Hydro Electric Company,
1 received word from Elmer “Sonny” Horton in
Pequesta, Florida. He writes he retired in the Fall
after 43 years with the Westinghouse Co. He
bought a condominium in Florida and is enjoying
it. He has a son in Painted Post, N. Y. and a
daughter in Salzburg, Austria—both are married.
In behalf of members of the Class of ’29, your
correspondent and class secretary wishes to con
gratulate Mr. Michael Zubik, Jr. ’70, for his good
judgment in selecting as his bride, the Editor of
the Maine Alumnus, the former Margaret A. Rode,
’71.

MRS. ERNEST J. PERO
(Jeanette Roney)
11 West End Avenue
Westboro, Mass. 01581
News is scarce this month so I need
help. We are just back from a several
week visit in Florida. Although we had
a wonderful time, we didn’t see as many of our
Maine friends as we had hoped. Among those we

visited were Neil Hamilton ’33 and his wife in St.
Pete and Barbara Hunt Sevigny ’31 in Boynton
Beach. It was a great treat to see them again.
Norwood (Noddy) Mansur is making a change in
the status of his business. He will move to the
second floor of his present building on Water St.,
Augusta, and continue his portrait and commercial
photography business. Norwood has been with
Mansur’s Inc. ever since he returned from World
War II. He had spent a vear with Eastman Kodak
Co., in Rochester, N. Y., learning the business. He.
has been in the U. S. Army Reserves many years’
and holds the rank of Colonel. He is also serving
his third term as commander of Fitzgerald Cum
mings Post, Am. Legion; is a member of several
Masonic bodies, being a 32nd degree Mason, and
the Augusta Country Club. He and Mrs. Mansur
live on North Shore Lake Cobbsseecontee, East
Winthrop.

Frank (Skip) Goodwin is retiring at the end of
March after many years as district engineer of
the Mass. Electric Co. He and his wife Ruth Sburtleff ’35 will move shortly to their retirement home
in Waterboro, Maine. His friends honored him with
a retirement party at Wachusett Country Club on
March 29. Among them were many Maine alumni.

MR. LINWOOD S. ELLIOTT
85 Leighton Road
Falmouth, Portland (PO), Maine 04105
Thanks to Angela Miniutti I have some
newer news than usual. Josephine (Car
bone) Feeney was married last Nov. to
John C. Beckworth a self employed potato business
man of Ft. Fairfield. Both were in Florida this
winter. Louise (Beaulieu) Van Stack of Sandusky,
Ohio, wrote Angela that she is retiring from teach
ing this August. Mildred (Smith) Gagnon of Van
Buren wrote that she and her husband have been
spending the winter in Florida. As you perhaps
know, she worked in the Van Buren townhall in
Fall of ’32, and in WWII, joined the WACS, served
17 years in the Army and retired as a Major. She
served all over from Kansas to Germany, to Jap a A
Mildred is interested now in photography, ana
gathers historical facts on St. John Valley. Al
Smith, lucky dog, was off with his wife on a
Caribbean cruise in Jan. Win Robbins and wife
Louise (Hill ’33) have 3 children all honor grads
of UMO. Win works for the city manager of
Brewer. He says memories of making tunnels and
now his retirement interests him the most. Charles
Puffer a Bates boy, who joined our class in ’31,
started as Principal of Solon High (when I was
Principal of Caratunk 20 miles north), was Superin
tendent of schools next 24 years, ended up as lec
turer-coordinator of CED at UMO. Married Bates
girl, Delora, have 3 children and 6' grandchildren.
Milt Sims started in Fall of ’32 as a floorman for
W.T. Grant’s. From this job he rose to Regional
Manager, Dept. Store owner and Exec. VP of a
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Conglomerate. He & Anna (Lyon) have one daugh
ter. He covered 12 states, and had to move 23
times. Milt located one of our lost members. At
wood Levensaler, who left in Fall ’31, but returned
to graduate in ’36. He is in Newark. Murdock
Matheson, joined the class in our Junior year, mar
ried Frieda Hatch (’30). Now retired, after years as
teacher, to Castine where he proudly grows all
kinds of fruit and 75 types herbs. “Someone” an
swered questionnaire but forgot to add his name
“Who” helped erect cannon on UMO campus in
1 Fall ’32. Was Engineer for State Highway Com
mission. One of his 2 daughters, Gretchen, grad
uated from Maine ’57. Amel Kiszonak, from his
notes, I gather he was a teacher and coach and
has twins, boy and girl. During WWII served 57
months, 2 years overseas in 81st Tank Bn. 5th
Armored. Says he is the best fly fisherman in the
class ’32! I am running out of material. Please
send me some news! What is old for you may be
hot for me!

MRS. WILLIAM J. MURPHY
(Marjorie Moulton)
33 Deake Street
So. Portland, Maine 04106
Hope you are counting the days to
/
reunion—ours!..
Commander John E. Stinchfield reports
that he and his wife, Polly, visited their daughter
m Belgium for the month of September and
toured five countries. He plans to retire from U.R.I.
in ’74—live in New Hampshire summers and travel
winters. Sounds great!

In January, Donald E. Frazier was appointed
Vice Pesident of the manufacturing, roofing and
plastics divisions of Bird and Sons, Inc., East
Walpole, Mass. He joined the firm in 1933 and has
served in a number of engineering capacities, first
in Norwood and then in Chicago. In 1967 he was
made general manager of the firm’s plastic products
division in Bardstown, Ky. In 1971 he returned to
corporate headquarters in East Walpole as manu
facturing manager of roofing and plastic products.
Congratulations to Dr. Maynard W. Quimby,
professor emeritus of pharmacognosy at the Uni
versity of Mississippi. He has been selected as one
of the 50 foreign members of the prestigious 185
year old Linean Society of London. The Quimbys
will attend formal admission ceremonies in London
on May 24. Currently he is serving as president of
the Society of Economic Botany.
Dr. Samuel Bachrach has been named editor of
the Worcester Medical News, Inc. The magazine
of the Worcester District Medical Society is pub
lished six times a year and is circulated nationally.
Dr. Bachrach is the founding president of the Age
Center at Worcester. He is president of the Worces
ter County Poetry Association and director of the
Friends of the Worcester Public Library. Dr. Bach
rach is a staff member of the Memorial Hospital
and director of the Arthritis Clinic. What do you
do in your spare time, Sam?
A1I kinds of good wishes to Mrs.
Zubik, Jr. I

Michael

Arnold Kaplan, Trumbull, Conn, who has been
engaged in the life and general insurance business
since 1935, is President of the Insurance Center
of Southern Connecticut, Inc. and also Vice Presi
dent of the recently organized agency Life Insurance
Center, Inc. in Bridgeport, Conn.
Carl Whitman, Vice-President of Food Enter
prises, Inc., has been appointed to the Board of
Visitors of the Massachusetts Maritime Academy.
This newly created Board will meet at the Academy
in Buzzards Bay once or twice a year and function
as advisor to the President of the Academy. Frances
(Knight) Norris writes she is teaching 4, 5 & 6
grades in English and loves it. Her daughter
graduates in June from coUege.
Last but not least in importance to your reporter,
Don Stone was recently elected Senior Vice President
of the Stone and Webster Appraisal Corp.

MRS. DONALD M. STEWART
(Ruth E. Goodwin)
848 Stillwater Ave.
Stillwater Maine, 04489
David Tolman and his wife Eleanor are
/
establishing a new business in Bangor.
Calling themselves “wordsmiths”, they
offer their services to corporations, advertising
agencies, politicians, organizations, printers and
professional people, putting together material for
publication or visual presentation. David is co
ordinator of publications for the University of
Maine and has had years of experience in editorial
and graphic arts.
Dorothy (Jones) Smith and Temple, the last I
heard, were going to leave for ten days in Italy with
the National Furniture Agents Group. Alice
(Crowell) Lord and her daughter, Janice, had seen
them recently. Alice was planning to meet her son
in Portugal and spend three weeks in Europe.

The

Class

of

1936

boast

can

about alumna Mary Linn Roby of

Westboro,

Massachusetts,

a

pro

lific authoress who has found a fine

Nelson T. Gordon, Readfield Depot, recently
received a silver trophy from the Pontiac Motor
Division. The award was given in appreciation andrecognition of over a quarter of a century of
association with Pontiac.

Via a note from Dot (Jones) Smith, ’36 to Ruth
(Goodwin) Stewart ’36, we have news of Louise
(Hastings) and Oliver Eldridge of our class. Their
son Rob was married last July and lives in West
Virginia; their daughter was married a year ago
June and lives in Baton Rouge where her husband
is working on his Ph.D. And Oliver is featured in
an article on bee-keeping in the August ’72 issue
of Yankee magazine. He has 15 colonies of honey
bees, and at fall “roundup time” uses the family
kitchen as his honey house, and, to quote the article,
the resulting sticky that spills on he floor, counters,
and doorknobs drives Louise nearly out of her mind.
But the pleasure of such a satisfying (and profit
able) hobby is worth all the trouble.

MRS. ARTEMUS E. WEATHERBEE
(Pauline Jellison)
c/o American Embassy, Manila
APO San Francisco, Calif. 96528
As I write this last column from Manila,
/y|
I am sitting by the pool in our beauti
JU
ful tropical garden and remembering
the cold Maine winters. Four weeks from today we
leave, and, after a short time in Washington, we
will be house hunting in Maine. The tour here has
been a very exciting one, and we have witnessed
tremendous changes in the Philippines both from
natural disasters and from man made catastrophies.
There were the assassination attempts on the Presi
dent, the Secy, of Defense and Mrs. Marcos. There
were several big anti-American demonstrations at
our Embassy. During the last election over 200 of
the candidates who were running for offices in

O

future in the revival of the Gothic
romance novel.
Mary Linn has had

17 of her

books published and is now turning

out four or five paperback Gothics
a year. Starting off her career doing

short stories only brought her a
disappointing list of rejection slips,

she now has found her niche. Her
husband, Kinley, is a professor

of English at Northeastern Univer
sity in Boston and is a writer also.
MRS. R. DONALD STONE
(Virginia Trundy)
Hilltop Road
Dover, Mass. 02030
After 30 years on the Biddeford-Saco
/
Journal staff, Elston (Al) Ingalls of Bar
Mills retired in February as managing
editor. He had joined the Journal as reporter in 1943,
was city editor for many years, and became managing
editor in 1963. While in college Al was managing
editor the “Maine Campus”.

MRS. JAMES A. BYRNES
(Barbara Bertels)
15 Kenduskeag Avenue
Bangor, Maine 04401
/
“T Dr. Paul W. Morgan has been appointed
< / Senior Research Fellow by the DuPont
Company’s Textile Fibers Division. He
received his doctorate from Ohio State University
in 1940 and has been with DuPont since 1941. He
has done outstanding research work in a new field
of polymer chemistry leading to the introduction
of several new products. These include “Nomex”, a
high temperature resistant nylon; Fiber B a tire
reinforcing fiber, and PRD-49, a fiber used in
aerospace applications.

The Roby's have two children.

A village in the wilderness. Nearest service
to Baxter State Park on the west. Greenville
43 miles, Millinocket 32 miles, Patten 65
miles.
•

Boats and motors for rent

•

Gas and oil • Non-resident licenses

•

Modern ranch houses

Next time you're looking for a

•

One-room apartments • Campsites

good paperback at the store—re
member Mary Linn Roby and try

•

Open for Snowmobiles after January 1

"Speak No Evil of the Dead" one of
her latest.

Evelyn Pray '37
Ripogenus Dam, Greenville, Maine
tel. 207/695-2526
04441
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various provinces were killed, and everyone was
warned to stay inside and off the streets for sev
eral days. Now we have Martial Law, and except
for the Muslin insurrection in the South, there is a
quiet of sorts.
We feel that we have accomplished a lot in our
32 months here. Art’s work has been very satisfying,
and he has had the opportunity to learn a lot about
International Economic affairs as well as the en
tire Foreign Affairs scene. We have traveled about
one third of the time. I have been able to visit
many project sites with Art and have met officials
of most of the Asian countries as well as our own
diplomats.
I have been chairman of an English Studies group
with non-English speakers from about twenty coun
tries, started a Toastmistress group of A.D.B.
wives, and have been a member of American As
sociation College Women (A.A.C.W.), the Manila
Symphony Society, the Embassy Wives, and A.D.B.
Wives Clubs. In my spare time I have studied
Chinese Brush painting, studied and collected shells,
and learned to play golf. Last week we went to
Clark to greet some of the returning P.O.W.s.
Wherever we have been we have met folks from
Maine and many from U. of M. The longer we are
away from home the more we realize “it’s a small
world!” Until we find a settling down place, our
address will be at Mother’s in Bangor, 341 French
Street. Please send me some class news!

MRS. JOHN E. HESS
54 Pine Ledge Road, Rt#4
Bangor, Maine 04401
Fred S. Tarbox of Andover, Mass., has
//
recently been elected Trustee for the
Lawrence Regional Vocational Technical
High School. An expansion to the original building
will soon provide for a student body of 2,000.
This school has a record for student job placement
of 100%. Jo Blake Bail is teaching fifth grade in
the Portland schools these days, while Don is
working at Maine Medical Center. All three
daughters are also teachers, or heading in that
direction.
Dick Sinclair writes from Jackson, Mississippi.
He and Janet love the city and the area so much
they have purchased land at Diamond Head, a golf
oriented development on the gulf coast. They are
anticipating many vacations there, as well as future
retirement. John and Millie Bower’s older son,
David, has graduated from B.U., Law School and
is now affiliated with a Bangor attorney. He and
his wife, Carolyn, make their home in Orono.
Younger son, Bob, is a junior at Middlebury College
and majoring in the Sciences.

2

Henry and Ruth Gabe have had a wonderful trip
to Hawaii. Daughter Rosemary is working on her
doctorate at the University of Iowa. Son Dan is in
his second tour of duty in the South Pacific. Art
and Florence (Cousins) Worster could write a
book on the frightful experiences they lived through
beginning on June 23, 1972. The dikes on the river
at Painted Post, N.Y. gave way and caused a
mammoth disaster in their entire valley. Since their
home is located on a hill, they were able to house,
feed and aid many victims. Flossie’s graphic de
scription tells of suffering and loss beyond belief
and the process of rehabilitation still goes on.
A note from Mary Louise Griffee was written on a
sample of Great Northern’s newsprint from the new
Ultra II Machine, which husband Don has been
working with up in Millinocket. They are now
looking forward to a nice long southern vacation.

JEANNE P. WHITTEN
363 Fem Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
Dottie (Moran) Hall writes that she and
/ A
Ed ’48 are hoping to return for reunions
Z1
(his and hers) this June. (I hope lots
more of you will climb on the bandwagon to help
make this a real renewal of old aquaintances and

3
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a forming of new friendships.) The Halls have
two sons at UMO, Ted a junior and Dick, a
freshman. Din and Kris are in grades ten and four
respectively while their daughters Sandy and Kathie
are married. Ed and Dottie have joined the ranks
of grandparents in the class of ’43.
Fran (Donovan) Donovan has exciting news to tell
about both of her daughters. Anne, 16, is an AFS
student studying for a year in Johannesburg, South
Africa. Her sister Jeannie, 14, joined the women’s
lib movement early by matriculating this fall at
Western Reserve Academy, formerly an all-male
prep school. Fran is trying her best to sell me a
bit of the real estate she’s dealing very, success
fully with in Hudson, Ohio. How many customers
can resist her sales efforts?

Your reunion committee has held another meeting
and enthusiasm is building for June. It’s unfortunate
that only those of us in the Orono area have the
fun of planning these times, for it is truly by be
coming involved with such plans that interest is
generated. Maybe next time the Boston area alums
ought to have the opportunity!?!

MRS. ROY TAYLOR
(Sally Lockett)
27 Dunbar Road
Quaker Hill, Conn. 06375
Marie (Haines) Pancoast of Cherry Hill,
New Jersey has been named Beta Area
Coordinator of Phi Mu national Col
legiate sorority. She has also served as president of
the Atlanta, Georgia Alumnae Chapter and as
District Collegiate Director for Pennsylvania. She is
the past president of the South Jersey Suburban City
Panhellenic and of the Camden County Branch of
the AAUW and a former Girl Scout leader.

Myron D. Rust, of York, was elected potentate of
the Kora Shrine at the annual business meeting this
winter. He is married and has a daughter and son.
Myron is also a graduate of Maine Maritime
Academy and the Northeastern University School
of Law. He practices law in York and Portsmouth,
New Hampshire.

MRS. CARL B. ROBBINS
(Evelyn Young)
Main Street
Scarsport, Maine 04974
y
Nancy White, Falmouth Foreside, writes
that in April, 1972 she was honored for
25 years with Maine Blue Cross and
Blue Shield. Nancy also reported that during the
summer of ’72, she accompanied Dorothea Millet
MacBeth, Mystic, Conn, on a tour of Europe. This
trip climaxed Dot’s work of several years with a
Girl Scout troop. Dot and her husband, Bob, arc
employed as teachers in Mystic. Their daughter,
Laurie, will graduate from high school in June ’73
and then go abroad as an exchange student. Marion
Crocker Kennedy and husband, Bill, reside in
Foxboro, Mass. A recent note brought me up to
date on her family activities. Their eldest son,
Bradford, graduated in June ’72 from Clarkson
College of Technology, Potsdam, N.Y. In "July,
he married Linda Skube of Portland, Me. Barbara
was married in August to Richard Theriault of
Lewiston. Richard graduated from UMO in June
’72 and Barbara will graduate from UMO this June.
Jonathan is a freshman at UMO while David and
Justine are still students at Foxboro. Gilbert M.
Carlson writes that his twin daugthers, Jane and
Holly are members of the Class of 1976 at UMO.
Which means they’ll graduate just 70 years after
their grandfather, Gotthard W. Carlson, ’06, who
will celebrate his 95th birthday on Nov. 29.
Rev. Malcolm H. Miner is Episcopal Clergyman
and presently Executive Director, Gr. Anchorage
Community Chest-United Wav, and the Priest-atlarge, Diocese of Alaska. His recently published

work on Ministry of healing and prayer is entitled,
—Healing is for Real. Mrs. Joseph Chaplin Jr.,
Virginia Tufts, Auburn, Me. was guest speaker at
the January dedication of the new Bangor YWCA.
Ginny is serving as a member of the National
Board of the YWCA. The mother of four children,
she has been active in civic affairs since her gradu
ation from UMO.

MRS. MERLE F. GOFF
(Ruth Fogler)
117 Norway Road
Bangor, Maine 04401
From Shrewsbury, Mass., Polly (Marcous)
/ A
and John Kelly write that their oldest
daughter will graduate from Mt. Holyoke
this spring, the second is a sophomore at the Uni
versity of New Hampshire, the third still in high
school. Ralph and Mary-Grace (Tibbetts) Bean,
Hallowell, have a daughter and a son at Orono,
plus a son at home. Grade is working part-time for
the Census Bureau doing interviewing. Ralph is
with Central Maine Power Co. Al Hutchinson has
been made assistant principal in the school where he
taught. Wife, Edie Anne teaches seventh grade
science in another school near Danvers, Mass.,
where they live. A letter from Alice (Fonseca) and
Frank Haines tells that daughter Nancy is now
married; Frank III. graduated from Pennington
School and is at UMO; Bill is a day student at
Lawrenceville, playing soccer, ice hockey and the
French horn. Frank has made radio and TV
appearances to discuss and explain current issues
with his work with the New Jersey Taxpayers
Association. Alice has finished her work at Trenton
College for certification in Elementary Education
and keeps busy with substitute teaching and YWCA
work.
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1972 was a big year for Jean (Campbell) and
Dick Foster ’50, too. Dick left Honeywell Co. after
21 years and is now general manager of a local
heating, air-conditioning and refrigeration whole
saler. Their daughters were both married; Barb in
July and Deb in October, in ceremonies incor
porating many new and lovely ideas. Jean and
Dick have moved to a home in a pleasant, older
section of Minneapolis which reminds them of
New England.

Our 25th Reunion comes June 8-9! Let’s all
make plans to attend. We’ll > have a great time
getting reacquainted with the University and with
each other. Also, with your help, we’ll have a grand
gift to make to the Alumni Association.

MRS. FREDERICK P. ANDREWS
(Vema Wallace)
16 State Ave.,
Cape Elizabeth, Me. 04107
On behalf of the class of ’49, I would
like to extend best wishes to our Editor
on her recent marriage to Michael Zubik,
Jr. ’70.
Gerald A. Rogovin, president of Gerald A.
Rogovin/Public Relations Inc., a Newton, Mass,
firm specializing in corporate and financial relations
and marketing, has been elected Secretary-treasurer
of the Counselors Section of the Public Relations
Society of America, Inc. Barbara (Haney) McKay
is teaching the special class at the Maria Clark
School in Richmond. John Cooper is Public Works
Commissioner of Stamford, Conn. John took over
his new position last June 1. Former Supt. of Schools
of Colchester, Conn., Warren H. Pressley Jr., is
now director of program and facilities planning
with the University of Maine. Charles E. Day, has
been elected to the Board of Directors of Super
markets Corp. Day is president of its Value House
Division.

ROBERT L. FREEMAN
45 North Street
Westford, Mass. 01886
Best wishes to our editor on her wedding.
/
A note from Edward M. Towner and
Glenys Sprague Towner says they have
two children, both married, and one grandson. Ed
works for Uncle Sam as a multifamilv appraiser in
the Real Estate and Valuation section of H.U.D.
in Columbus, Ohio. Glen is happy as a house, wife and grandmother. All are verv well and active.
IThey visit Bangor and Surrv every summer.
Franklin K. Chapman, Jr., has been made assistant
plant manager of Edwards Co., Inc. Frank was
formerly president of T.M. Chapman Sons Co.
The Chapmans have six children.
J. Neal Martin has been named state campaign
chairman for the Maine Heart Association’s fund
campaign. He is the executive vice president of the
Augusta Savings Bank and is a member of the
American Association; the Maine and Kennebec
County Bar Associations; the American Judicature
Society, and is a past president of the Corporate
Fiduciaries of Maine. Dick Clark is a member of
the Maine State Pomological Society. He began his
trees in 1963 while still a cotton buyer for the
Bates Manufacturing Co. He now devotes full time
to the growing of quality trees.

Army National Guard Lieutenant Colonel Averill
L. Black recently completed the final phase of
Command and General Staff Officer Course, Ft.
Leavenworth, Kan.
Liza Zaitlin Livinsky is working as an assistant
teacher in Portland where she lives at 39 Pya Rd.
with husband, Phil and three sons. Ken is a sopho
more at Clark. Bruce is a senior at Deering H.S.
and Eric is in grade 9.
Pat (Murphy) and George (’50) Bragdon’s Katie is
a sophomore at Cornell, while Sarah is a freshman
at Smith. Young George is a 9th grader and Geoff
is in grade 7. Pat writes she has been doing pro
grams on horticulture and flower arranging. She
must be quite in demand as I have read of her
lectures in and around Maine, while Pat continues
to live at 175 Lowell St., Andover, Mass.
Have been watching with interest Allan Elliott’s
participation on the Camden-Rockport varsity
basketball team, which went winning right down
to the State Finals. Expect Jim and Barbara (Grover)
Elliott didn’t miss a game! Their address, along
with the other three Elliotts, is 43 Mountain St.,
Camden.

Malcolm E. Osborn was recently promoted to
vice president and tax counsel of Integon Life
Insurance Corp., Winston-Salem, N.C. During
the past year Osborn also has been a lecturer in
the School of Business and Economics at the Uni
versity of North Carolina.

Eugene E. Sturgeon

MRS. PHILIP E. JOHNSON
(Eini Riutta)
2560 W. Calle Puebla
Tucson, Arizona 85705
y —
The news couldn’t be much briefer—one
< note this month was rather a sad one.
kJ \J I wish I could report on the final out
come, but this is all I have: Donald P McCusker
was seriously injured in a plane crash in Greece
that took the life of Alexandras Onassis, 24, son
of Aristotle Onassis. Don, a navy-trained flier who
was copiloting the private plane was—according to
the only report I received—being treated in the
intensive care unit of an Athens hospital. His wife
flew to Greece to be with him.

FRANCES DION DITELBERG
49 Woodchester Drive
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167

Dr. Albert M.
Smith has been
on leave of ab
sence from his duties as
chairman of the depart
ment of animal sciences at
the University of Vermont
in order to spend four
months in Korea to help
that country improve its
food supplies. Dr. Smith
has been serving there as
a consultant to the U.S.
Agricultural International
Development.
Dr. Albert M. Smith
State Sen. Harry Rich
ardson was the subject of
a recent Maine newspaper article in which the
chances of his being a possible 1974 Republican
gubernatorial candidate were explored.
Northeast Utilities in Berlin, Conn., has named
Eugene F. Sturgeon as its director of public relations
with the chief responsibility for public information
programs for two nuclear power generating units
the company expects to build.
a

MRS. RICHARD W. NOYES
(Shirley M. Lang)
115 Massachusetts Ave.
Millinocket, Me. 04462
,
Newly appointed as Group Manager—
7 *7 I
Apparel Manufacturing, Haines Corp.,
kJ I
Winston-Salem, N.C. is Joseph E. Lud
den. John J. Celia has been named sales manager of
radio station WSME at Sanford. John, his wife,
and four children live at 294 Main St., Springvale,
Theodore M. Nelson is moving from Bethel, Vt.
to Dennis, Mass, as the newly appointed executive
secretary to the town.
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, conferred the
degree of Master of Education to Oliver Jackson,
^.ug. 25, 1972, and Lawrence M. Potter was made a
Vbll professor of Agriculture and Life Science at
Virginia Tech., Blacksburg, Va.
Dr. Douglas W. McKay has been appointed Pro
fessor of Orthopaedic Surgery at George Washington
University Medical Center. He is Chief of Or
thopaedic Services at Children’s Hospital. Doug,
Elinor and their three children live at 12120
Glenmill Rd., Potomac, Md.

'
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Malcolm E. Osborn
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Mrs. Stewart S. (Lynn Hatch) Perry wrote the
alumni office with news of over 12 years! Her
husband Stewart Perry is a Lt. Col., in the USAF
and pilot. They have two children, Scott, 9, and
Elizabeth, 6. Lynn is a teacher of French and English
in high school and also teaches Nursery School.
They lived in Iceland, Nevada, Kansas, Nebraska,
Texas and have travelled extensively in Europe and
in Southeast Asia while Husband served in Vietnam.
She says there is no place like Maine, though, and
added they have a cottage on Kezar Lake and
love it.

Vaughn Twadell has been re-elected to the
Portland Water District for a 5-year term and is
enjoying it. His oldest son, Norm, is a freshman at
UMO, and his youngest son is a sophomore in high
school and a fine skiier. Wife Lucy is teaching
nursing part-time.
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QUALITY RESTORATION REQUIRES

SPECIALIZED EXPERIENCE AND EXPERT WORKMANSHIP

ration

Our services include:

Repointing: Brick and stone repointing with non-shrink mortars
Sealants & Caulking: All type joints with materials selected for each
Concrete Restoration: Repair and restoration of fractured or
deteriorated walls
Dampproofing: Building walls, structures, above and below grade

Sandblast Cleaning: All types, masonry buildings, steel tanks, turbines
Free Estimates

Complete Insurance Coverage

HASCALL AND HALL, INC
Rudy Violette z50

Ed Smith '50

30 Market Street,

Portland, Maine

Telephone 775-1481

Zip 04103
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MISS HILDA STERLING
10 Ocean Boulevard
Apartment 2C
Atlantic Highlands, N. J. 07716
/
A few quotes from Christmas card notes:
Janet (Pease) Tiedemann—“Am back
W
teaching at the U. of M., Portland, again
after a year at Westbrook College—so good to be
back to a four-year program. Visited Carol (Langlois)
and Bruce Corwin on the way to our niece’s wedding
in New York State last September. Carol still
sparkles! Plan our usual New Year’s Eve with
Barbara (Knox) and Willis Reed ... in Laconia,
N. H. this time!”
Betty (Connors) Hughey—“Your visit had to be
the best surprise I’ve had in ages!! I have a new
address for Pat (Twomey) Wheeler: 2018 Yarmouth
Court, Falls Church, Va. 22043. She and Jim were
up here in November for a few days and of course
we had a good time catching up on each other’s
doings.”
Connie (Lewis) Calkin—“We went back to Maine
last August and visited with my folks and then on
to Montreal where Bill attended a conference.
We’re both taking new jobs in 1973. Bill is going
on his own as a consulting geologist next May,
and I’m taking a position as the Director of Big
Sisters of Colorado, Inc. this February. We are
looking forward to the change and challenge!”

This news comes from “Bud” Ragon via the
alumni Office—“I returned from 20 months in
England as United Kingdom Project Manager for
the Javelin Paper Corp., and on December 1 be
came proprietor of the Sugarloaf Shell Station. Real
work on the weekends, but tremendous skiing on
the midweek days off.”
We congratulate Bob Fringer who was named
chief of the Bureau of Entomologv by the New
Jersey Board of Agriculture in late January. Morton
Caplan graduated from Southwestern University
School of Law last May and will be practicing in
Los Angeles.

MRS. EBEN B. THOMAS
(Susan Stiles)
5 Spruce Street
Winthrop, Maine 04364
Eben Thomas, man of varied talents,
Director of Guidance at WHS, partner
with wife in the real estate agency,
amateur inventor of a duck decoy made from plastic
bleach bottles called the “LITTER-LICKER,” avid
hunter, photographer, and outdoorsman, has recently
displayed another facet of his talents with his
writings: CANOEING 10 GREAT RIVERS IN
MAINE ($3.95) is based upon actual experiences in
Maine’s white water and provides all the information
one will need to plan a trip for the beginner or
the experienced. Over 60 photos are included in
the books.

Kenneth and new bride Anne Rideout are at home
in West Simsbury, Conn. Ken is asst, secretary,
individual underwriting, for Conn. Gen’l Life Ins.
Co. while Anne is a doctoral candidate at U. of M.
Barry Millett is dean of students and university co
ordinator for veterans affairs at the Camden campus
of Rutgers.
Richard Griswold has been appointed Consultant
and Distributor for Whitehill Systems, Inc., for
the eastern portion of Hartford County. The Gris
wolds have 2 children and reside at 25 Southwell
Rd., Wethersfield, Conn. Sue Thomas recently re

ceived an award for outstanding increased Realtor
membership in New Orleans. Upon her return, she
was re-elected to another three-year term as a
library trustee.
Don Mott was recently
appointed director of mar
keting personnel for the
Cigarette & Tobacco Div.
of Liggett & Myers, Inc.
Don and Janice (Lord)
with Catherine-14; Jennifer-12; and Roger-8 re
side in Allendale, N.J.

Marilyn Graffam Lamoreau tells me that she,
Paul 12, and Janet 10, are back in Presque Isle at
104 Academy St. Marilyn is now school librarian
at Fort Fairfield High School after receiving her
Master of Arts in Librarianship from the Univ, of
Denver this past August. Barbara Hasey Andrews
writes that she, Tom plus Scott, Tommy and Mark
are still in Waynesburg, Pa. Tom is now Chairman
of the Psychology Department and spends his spare
time directing musicals at the college. Barb is
presently taking courses towards public school
teacher certification.
Col. Wallace D. Henderson is now special assistant
td the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Intelli
gence. Again, a reminder about the reunion in
June and a plea for more information from all of
you. There must be something going on that you
would like the rest of your classmates to know.

Don Mott
MISS MARG A RET MARY McCANN
98 Hersey Street
Portland, Maine 04103
Spring is here and I guess all of you
are busy taking care of other things be
cause news is so scarce I may have to
tell you what I’m doing.
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Tom Cashman was among those who did write
to say that he is living in Norwalk, Conn, where
he is manager of Administrative services for Ameri
can Tel. and Tel. Jerry Burkett is currently work
ing in Switzerland with Brown-Borei-Swizer Tur
bomachinery as an engineering manager on gas
turbine design for Turbodyne Corp, of Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
Belated condolences to Joy (Roberts) Edgar in her
loss of our dear classmate, Johnny. A great athlete,
class leader, and fine gentleman. We will all be
less without him.

Dr. Philip Emery has been promoted to the posi
tion of Paper Mill Superintendent of the Luke, Md.
division of Westraco Paper Co. Alphege (Bo-Bo)
Martin is with Aetna Insurance in Portland as a
general agent.
I am teaching in Portland where my sister Dottie
and I have bought our own home. I teach En
glish in 9th grade. This Spring I am very excited
about a part I am playing in the Portland Player’s
Production of the spoof “Little Mary Sunshine”.
I play a retired opera star and Dottie—Little Mary.
We have never been in a show together and are
both looking forward to it. This summer we will
continue into our fifth year of operating our gift
shop and tea room at Pine Point. It’s the “Peri
winkle” and it keeps me busy during July and
August.
Now please send news for next time.

MRS. ROBERT T. MUNSON
(Nancy Roberts)
523 Foster Street
South Windsor, Conn. 06074
Greetings 59ers! Say, troops, you have
not been doing too well keeping me
posted on your “doings”. Letters have
been few and far between. Please let me hear from
you, your classmates are really interested in what
you’re doing. News is sparse this time. I received
one nice note from Bruce Dubov, the rest were
forwarded to me from the alumni office.
Major Bruce Dubov writes that he is presently
attending the US Army Command and General
Staff College at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. He will
be graduating in June and heading for the De
fense Language Institute at the Presidio of Montery in California for a year to learn how to speak
Thai. In the summer of ’74 he expects to be going
to Bangkok for several years. He and Gail (Green
leaf ’60) enjoy entertaining and visiting classmates
and hope to see a few more in California. Their
present address is 10 Dragoon Drive, Fort Leaven
worth, Kansas 66027.

Carol (Burry) Horne received an MS degree in Re
habilitation Counseling from Virginia Common
wealth University in June 1972. She is currently
working as a work-study coordinator in a pilot
program for potential drop-outs.

John (’60) and Marietta (Garey) Andrews live in
Framingham, Mass, with their two sons. John has
been with Memory Technology, Inc., Sudbury,
Mass., as a manager of semi-conductor memory
systems development for the past year.
t

MRS. LEO M. LAZO
(Jane Ledyard)
49 Martin Street
West Roxbury, Mass. 02132
Remember class reunion (I won’t say
how many years) June 8 and 9th. Plans
are in the works for a very interesting
weekend. Plan to attend. New address for Sylvia
(Gadaire) and Jack Koehler. After two years in
Milan, Italy, they are now in Kansas City, Mo.
where Jack is attending school and Syl is teaching.
Nancy Wakely Schl’.eper writes that Dave is serving
as head of the Alcohol Control and Rehabilitation
Division for all of Korea. Dave (’56) has been
selected to attend the Armed Forces Staff College
in Virginia following his tour in Korea.

'53

Jack Murphy writes “My wife, Ann Burke
Murphy ’60 was number 2 in N. E. Tennis Wo
men’s rankings in 1972. Our daughter Kim (10) was
the age 12 and under N. E. Champion this year
under U.S.L.T.A. I’m happy with Martin E. Segal
Co. as Pension Consultant. Attended great party
after Maine-U Conn game in Oct. at Nancy and Bob
Munsons. Saw many Maine friends.” (Thanks for
the plug, Jack!) The Murphy’s live in East Hart
ford, Conn.
%

Charles Matsch writes “I a.a now Assoc. Profes
sor of Geology at the Univ, of Minnesota, Duluth.
In Nov. 1972 I had the pleasure of hosting a 2
day field trip in western Minnesota sponsored by
the Geological Society of America. One of the par
ticipants was Prof. H. W. Boms of UMO, my first
geology teacher at Maine.”

In Bangor it’s Baldacci’s Restaurant for Italian-American Food,
Maine seafood delicacies, patio dining and a panoramic view of historical
Penobscot River and downtown Bangor.
193 Broad Street.
945-5692 for reservations.
I
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John Benoit, assistant director of the Continuing
Education Division at UMO since 1969, has been
reassigned to the newly created post of director of
the Conferences and Institutes Division.
And, of course, Lester Nadeau has been named to
become Executive Director of the GAA in July.
Ralph L. “Woody” Hodgkins, Jr., President of Mid
Maine Mutual Savings Bank attended ground break
ing ceremonies for a new Lewiston branch.

MRS. MARK SHIBLES
(Betty Colley)
R. F. D. #3 Clearview Drive
Willimantic, Connecticut 06226
A letter from “Bud” Ochmanski states
/
1 that he and his family are still in Augus
ta where he is fulfilling his responsibilities
as the assistant executive secretary of the Maine
Teachers Association. He has also been appointed
to a special study committee by Governor Curtis
to review a recently passed bill pertaining to col
lective bargaining. In addition, Bud has been elected
president of the Southern Kennebec Alumni As
sociation. Bud mentioned that he had talked with
Dr. Mike Stockwell and his wife, Cleta, who are now
in Portland where Mike is practicing at the Osteo
pathic Hospital.
A second letter from Ralph (Skip) Willis says
that he and his wife Gloria and their children,
Diana, Jeffrey, Janet and Lou have moved into a
new home at 607 Gray Road, South Windham, Me.
04082. Skip resigned from the position of senior
engineer with Polaroid Corp, last May to return to
Maine where he is buying his father’s moving busi
ness.
Timothy Kersey has been awarded the American
Association of Physics Teachers’ 1972 Innovative
Teaching Award. Timothy is presently teaching at
Telstar Regional High School in Bethel. Robert
Gleason has been elected president of the Maine
Vegetable Growers’ Association.
Pat and Joanne (Donnelly) Maher and their three
children are living in Middletown, R. I. Pat is a
partner of Safeway System, a moving company for
United Van Lines. They also own two night clubs
.in Newport, “Tara’s” and “My Brother’s Place.”

MRS. ALLAN G. STEWART
(Millie Simpson)
Old Bath Road
Brunswick, Maine 04011
. Dr. Tim Robbins, an ichthyologist, is
*
9 supervising a shad-planting project in
w 2— the Susquehanna River, with offices in
Lancaster, Pa., working with the Susquehanna Shad
Advisory Committee. Tim and Karen Reid returned
to Orono last June for our tenth reunion They live
in Lancaster with their three children.
Dave Lamb has moved to Sydney, Australia,
where he is covering the Pacific, from Singapore to
the South Pole, for the Los Angeles Times.
Larry and Lois (Murdock) Libby are in East Lan
sing, Mich., with their two daughters, Jennifer, 7,
and Elizabeth, 4. Larry has a joint appointment in
agricultural economics and resource development at
Michigan State Univ. Lois is heading up a compre
hensive Health Planning program for the Lansing
area.
Brenda (Freeman) and Nick Kuich have a new
address. P.M.B. 12045, c/o Mobil Producing
Nigeria, Lagos, Nigeria, where they have been
since Nov. 1.

Our sympathies are extended to Judith (Ayer)
Boyer of Harpswell, whose husband Lt. Cmdr. John
E. Boyer was killed in a plane crash 40 miles off
the Maine coast March 16. John was a squadron
training officer with 14 years of Naval service,
attached to Brunswick Naval Air Station. They have
one young daughter, Courtney.

Adopted- Holly Ann, by Linwood and Ann (Adjutant) Billings of Yarmouth. Holly was born
March 20, 1972.
Hope to see lots of you in June.

PRISCILLA SAWYER FREDERICK
6 Bridge Street
Salem, New Hampshire 03079
I /
All l^e Plans have been made to make
< this a really great reunion for all of us.
There’s just one thing missing—YOU!
It was so good to receive several nice notes from
some of you. Edward Flynn and wife Susan (Conant)
’66 wrote to say Ed is a special agent for the U.S.
Secret Service. They are living at 5 Dan-Del Dr.,
Latham, N. Y. 12110. Their daughter Betsv is now
3>j. Tammy Cole, who resides at 3233 Nicolet Lane,
Redding, Calif. 96001, has recently purchased this
“mini-farm” where she is raising and training an
Arabian/Morgan filly. She has been involved in
teaching the educationally handicapped as well as
obtaining her commercial pilot’s certificate.

Jim Hanson and wife Joni (Marshall) are now
relocated and residing at 1664-B Patio Terrace,
Arlington, Texas 76010. Jim has changed his posi
tion with Norton Co., Worcester, Mass. He is
now a sales supervisor for Norton after an exten
sive training program. They have two beautiful
children, Christina, 5% and James Marsh, 4. Dr.
Victor Fongemie sent word that he is the chairman
of the psychology department at Bloomsburg State
College in Bloomsburg, Penn. His wife, Patricia
Ann, is an anesthetist at the local hospital. Their
mailing address is Bloomsburg State College, Main
and Penn Sts., Bloomsburg 17815. Elaine (Murphy)
Burnham is still residing at 70 York St., York
03909. She’s plenty busy with Brad, 5, and Laura,
2.
Daniel P. Heldman has been appointed manager
of Liberty Mutual Insurance Co.’s East Hartford
office. He had served in the same capacity for the
firm’s Natick, Mass, office for the past three years.
Gary A. Dorsay is now employed by Cook Elec
tric Co., Morton Grove, Ill. as staff applications
engineer. Gary and family have moved into a
new home in Wheaton. Captain William T. Han
son, USAF, is an instructor pilot at Randolph
AFB, Texas with the 559th training squadron which
not only was cited for flying five years without a
major accident, but also received the Air Training
Command’s Sustained Performance Award. Bill is
a Vietnam veteran and married to the former
Deanna J. Noseworthy.
BIRTHS: Sharon Patricia on October 19 to Darlene
(Ostic) and Bill Kelly. The Kelly’s have one other
child, Jane Marie, 2.
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MRS. CRAIG MILNE
(Sandra Farrar)
12 Crystal Lane
Cumberland Ctr., Maine 04021
Thomas Longstaff has been promoted to
/
assistant professor of philosophy and
religion at Colby College. Prof. Longstaff, a former pastor of the Unity Methodist
Church, earned a Masters in Divinity at Bangor
Theological Seminary and is a candidate for a Ph.D.
at Columbia Tom is the authoi of several book
reviews and is currently involved in research on the
synoptic problem in the New Testament.

Arthur and Patty (Greene) DiMauro have recent
ly moved to Amesbury, Mass., where Art is Exec
utive Director of the Harbor Schools, a residential
treatment center for emotionally disturbed children.
Art and Patty have a daughter, Danielle, age 2.
Brian and Margery Hodgkin are new neighbors
here in Cumberland. Brian has been at Johns Hop
kins University where he received his Ph.D. in Bio
medical engineering in 1969. He continued there
in the department of surgery until accepting a posi
tion as research associate at Maine Medical Center.
Marge, a graduate of Lake Erie College, served
with the Peace Corps in Bolivia and has taught in
the elementary schools. The Hodgkin’s have two
children, Rebecca Louise, age 2, and Stephen
Forest, born this past February.

In search of news (it’s difficult to find as you can
see) I called Judy (Dresser) Campbell in Cape Eliza
beth. Ken is a purchasing agent at Maine National
Bank and Judy is starting to work on a master’s in
adult education while teaching interns at the Osteo
pathic and Mercy Hospitals and caring for her six
year old twins and nine year old Julie.
Roland and Nancy (Bradstreet) Violette, still in
Lisbon Falls, have a new son, Gregory David, born
last fall and Rollie has a new position working for
Pioneer Chemical Co.

SYLVIA A.TAPLEY
49 Valley Road
Cos Cob, Conn. 06807
Sharon (Mount) and Ben Bramball are
/
living in Sterling, Ma. Ben is now Sales
Engineer for Brown, Sharpe Mfg. Co.
of Providence, R. I. Sharon was most helpful in
passing on the following news items: Marsha (Gold
berg) and Ross Plovnick are in St. Paul, Minn,
with daughter Julie and new son, Daniel. Judy
(Hale) and Bill Norris are now living in Arlington,
Va. Judy has been practicing law in the area. Ann
(Fifield) and Tim Bradley have moved to Danforth,
Me. Ann is teaching English in the high school.
Martha (Hunt) and David Dinsmore have recently
bought a home in Lancaster, N. H. Dave is now
Comptroller for an industrial and contracting firm.
Cindy (Duncan) and Peter Armstrong have moved
from Atlanta, Ga. to Marlboro, Ma. Cindy is
teaching in Carlisle, Ma. James and Leslie (Kinney
’66) Jandreau are living in Hampton, Va., where
James is an Army Captain. They are the parents
of Jamie, age 2% and Joel, age 1. Eric Hodgdon
has moved to Columbia Cross Rds., Pa. and is an
Engineer with Dupont.

Pat (Ramsdell) and Rick Wile have recently moved
to a new home in Ellsworth, Me. Rick is the
English Dept. Head at the Mt. Desert Island High
School. Linda (Clark) and Fred Bailey (’64) are in
Bangor, Me. Linda keeps busy with daughters Susan
and Nancy as well as directing a 2-session Nursery
School at the Unitarian Church. Huguette (Labbe)
and Rick Dorherty recently moved into a new
home in Westboro, Ma. Rick is in the insurance
field and Huguette works as his secretary. Charles
F. Washbum is a partner in the law firm of Ward,
Washburn and Foster, Machias, Me.

Robert H. Hamilton, recently of Dixfield, Me.,
has been promoted to Technical Service Rep. to
the New York Office of International Paper Co.
Jeffrey M. Leighton of Easthampton, Ma. has been
lecturing throughout Mass, as a professional
graphoanalyst. He is currently writing a book on
a related subject. Marriages: Georgann (Guidmore)
was married to Kenneth C. Kates, Jr., who is a
Senior at Georgetown Dental School. Georgann is
an Assist. Prof, in the Biology Dept, at Gallaudet
College, Washington, D.C. Robert Johnston was re
cently married to Donna R. Boyer (’69) in Kittery
Pt., Me. Donna is an Instructional Aide in the
Kittery School Dept. Bob is a teacher at the Ports
mouth Naval Shipyard Technical School. They are
living in York Beach, Me. Clare (Fifield) and Nel
son Grendal are living in Sedgwick, Me. Nel
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son is an Architectual Draftsman and Building Con
sultant with Robert W. Adams of Deer Isle, Me.
Clare teaches English at Stonington H.S.
BIRTHS: Congratulations to Bev (Smith) and Bill
Hance, parents of Samantha Smith Hance.
Happy Spring! Hope to hear from more of you in
the next few months.

MRS. BRIAN BICKNELL
(Patricia Tofuri)
18 East Elm Street
Yarmouth, Maine 04096
Hi! Would love to hear from you. Gary
/
Elwell was recently named Kennebec
Journal news correspondent for Hallowell
and Farmingdale. Richard T. Wyman has been pro
moted to marketing representative at the Portland,
Maine service office of Crum & Forster Insurance
Companies.. He had previously been assistant ad
ministrative manager at the Boston branch office.
Richard is currently studying for a graduate degree
in business administration at Northeastern Univer
sity. Dr. Donald C. Profenno recently opened a
chiropractic practice in Livermore Falls. He had
previously been practicing in Portland where he
was very actively involved in health and drug abuse
problems. He is director of the Maine Chiropractic
Speaker’s Bureau and participating member of the
Parker Chiropractic Research Foundation and Life
Foundation. He also is the youngest state member of the chiropractic board of directors. Dr. Pro
fenno graduated from the National College of
Chiropractic in Lombard, Illinois. He and his wife
have two children Kelly, three and David, seven.
Mrs. Jadine Raynes O’Brien the director of the
Model Cities Program in Portland is enrolled in
the masters degree program in public administra
tion at UMPG. She has been with Model Cities as
health and recreation coordinator and assistant di
rector for planning. Before her Model Cities affilia
tion, she was Dean of Women at Westbrook and a
field coordinator for Peter .Kyros. I was delighted
to hear from Becky Waterman. This past Septem
ber she married Robert F. Beck Jr. of Crestline,
Ohio, a graduate of Purdue Univ, in Industrial Eco
nomics. The Becks are now living in Lafayette,
Indiana where Becky is a staff accountant in charge
of endowments for Purdue Univ, and Rob is a
commodity broker for Continental Grain. If you
are in the Providence, Rhode Island area and are
looking for a pleasant place to walk, give class
mate, Dave Abell a call. He is the assistant di
rector of the Rhode Island Audubon Society and
is directly involved with the Caratunk Wildlife
Refuge, 150 acres of fields, woods, ponds—a real
walker’s paradise. Congratulations to Sam and
Nancy (Erikson) Ladd on the birth of their second
son, Peter Erikson and to Dick and Carol (Full)
Stewart who recently welcomed their first child,
John David. The Stewarts have decide to extend
their stay in Heidelberg, Germany for another
year. A note from Capt. Sarge Means roused my
envy with tales of a trip to Innsbruck and the
phenomenal skiing available in Colorado where he
is stationed.

MRS. ROBERT R. LAUGHLIN
(Carol Heber)
R. R. #2
East Holden, Maine 04429
Spring is sprung; the grass is riz; here
/
is where the action is! Art and Karen
(Wessell) Reis and daughter, Sally, born
May 15, ’72 are stationed in Colorado where Art
is serving as a lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force.
Karen is “bustin’ her buttons” as Art has received
his Ph.D. in chemistry from Harvard. Rod (’68)
and Charlene (Knox) Farris of Presque Isle have
a new son, Jason Allan, born December 29, ’72.
Rick and Donna (Belleau) Angell announce a
second daughter, Jayme Marie. Bob and Kathy
(Jackson) Goode of Cape Elizabeth are now rock
ing new baby Sarah while their other daughter,
Rebecca, has a rocking chair of her own! Bert and
’Cilla (Pugsley ’69) Bolduc decided Jonathan James,
born January 8 was a “a keeper” though he was a
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bit too late to be a tax deduction. Bert has been in
Argentina and Portugal in connection wih his new
position in an international group of Kodak. ’Cilla
has been holding down the fort at their new home
in Fairport, N. Y. Charlie (’68) and Connie (Survant) MacDonald have their first. Alison is now a
little more than a year old.

Paul Bates has been promoted to retail sales
manager of International Harvester’s Syracuse, N. Y.
truck branch. John Supranovich has earned recog
nition for his outstanding volunteer work and varied
social service. He was one of 75 in the country to
receive certification from the National Volunteer
Awards Competition. Rev. Reginald H. Merrill, Jr.
of Farragut, Iowa is the new director of the Shen
andoah Kiwanis Club. Merrill will also serve as di
rector of a youth camp this summer in Farragut.
He recently returned from Toledo, Ohio where he
attended the National Ecumenical Workshop. Carl
E. Nelson, director of health services and athletic
trainer at Colby has been elected president of the
Eastern Athletic Trainers Assn. He has been as
sistant trainer at B.U. and M.I.T. Last year he
was head trainer for the U.S. team at the Sap
poro, Japan Winter Olympics. Peter Roberts is
teaching biology at Brunswick High School. Mrs.
Cindy (Cashman) Smith is presently teaching fourth
grade in Warren. She recently had an opportunity
to tour Russia!

Another “continent hopper” is that internationally
known bachelor, Ron Gombas, presently in Greece.
Ron is leisurely touring Europe. Air Force Capt.
Stetson J. Orchard, a KC-135 pilot stationed at
Loring A.F.B. has graduated from the Air Univer
sity’s Squadron Officer School at Maxwell A.F.B.,
Alabama. Capt. Orchard who has earned the
Distinguished Flying Cross and eight awards of the
Air Medal, was specially selected for the 14-week
professional officer course. Gary and Julie (War
ren) Corcoran are in Pittsburgh, Kansas where
Gary is director of bands at Kansas State College,
and also instructs brass and percussion. Julie
works in the library of two elementary schools in
Pittsburgh. Faith A. Wood has been named to the
Elihu Burritt Library faculty at Central Connecti
cut State College at New Britain. Previously she
had been assistant world affairs librarian at the
University of Southern California in Los Angeles.
Bill Blaine surfaced as a representative of Atlantic
Bearings and Drive, Inc. out of Portland.

Many thanks to the class members who have
taken the time to send bits of news. I’m anxious
to hear from the rest of you. Also, don’t forget
that this is the time of year to consider contributing
in support of your Alma Mater.
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It seems very unusual to have only one
/
wedding to tell you about, but that is the
situation. Marilyn Southard, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Southard of Rhinebeck, N.Y.,
became the bride of Brian Flynn, son of Mrs. Ruth
Flynn of Brewer, at a December 30 wedding cere
mony. They now reside in Orono, where both are
attending UMO.
A. Peter Krauss of Yarmouth recently joined the
environmental engineering staff of the Edward C.
Jordan Co., Inc., a Portland based firm of engineers
and planners. He will be a project engineer responsi
ble for water pollution control projects. The Bruns
wick School Department has released the names of
several new school teachers and among them is
the name of George Gray who is teaching science
at the Junior High School. Frederick W. Russell,
now living in Wyomissing, Pa., with his wife Susan
and their daughter, has been appointed managertechnical services, Eastern Division of Milprint,
Inc., a world leader in packaging materials. His responsibilities include quality control and cus
tomer relations.
From Riverside, Calif., we have received word
that Airman First Class James S. Leland, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene R. Leland of Kittery, has
been named Outstanding Airman at March AFB,
Calif. Sumner C. Wright and wife, Lillian (Fournier)
’70 became parents of a baby girl on July 11, 1972.
They named her Wendy Kathleen Wright.
Beverly (Robinson) Forbes sends word that she
is now living in Framingham, Mass., and working
for New England Telephone in Public Relations.
James S. Harmon has been named New England
district manager of the Packaging Division of Lud
low Corp. Mr. and Mrs. David N. Alden ’68
(Cynthia Maxwell ’70), reside in North Billerica,
Mass., where he is working on many water re
source projects as an Engineering Hydrologist for
Chas. T. Main, Inc., in Boston.

So goes the Class of ’68! Speaking of going,
keep in mind that JUNE REUNION WEEKEND is
June 8-9. This is our fifth year away, so let’s all
go back and renew old friendships! Good luck and
God bless!

MRS. RALPH NEWBERT
(Judith Cooper)
70 Willow St.
Rockland, Maine 04841
MARRIAGES: Charles Walls to Donna
*
Sutherburg (Univ, of Florida). Charles
is employed as an engineer with the
S. D. Warren Paper Co. Donna is employed as a
physical therapist in Portland and at1 the Pineland
Hospital and Training Center, Pownal. The couple
resides in Westbrook. David Preble to Ellen Little
field ’71. David is employed by the Dept, of Trans
portation, Augusta. Ellen is employed by the Maine
Dept, of Health and Welfare, Augusta. They re
side in North Wayne. Margaret Camlniti to Drew
Leslie. Margaret is employed by The Artisans.
Drew is the owner of the Village Construction Co.,
Falmouth.
BIRTHS: Julie Lynne to Gary and Sharon (Pratt)
Collins on October 10, 1972. Gary is a manager for
George C. Shaw Co. in Portsmouth, N. H.
NEWS: George Conant is a partner in Conant
Acres, Inc. of Canton. Dennis Chamberlain re
ceived his Doctor of Veterinary Medicine degree
from Cornell. Sgt. John Staples, stationed at Kun
san AFB, Republic of Korea, has been named one
of the top 15 per cent in his specialty as an air
traffic controller. He will receive a Superior Per
formance Pay bonus for 6 months. Calvin True
has joined the firm of Eaton, Peabody, Bradford
and Veague of Bangor. He received his Law Degree
from Northeastern University School of Law in
June 1972. He is a member of the American, Maine

State and Penobscot County Bar Associations and
now resides in Hermon with his wife, Katherine,
and son, Adam.
Vicki (Henderson) and Marvin McBreairty are
living in Concord, N. H. at 520 No. State St. Their
son, Shawn, is two years old. Marvin is with the
Highway Design Dept, for the State of N. H.
Gretchen (Harris) and Scott Ramsey are living at
#5 Old Landing Road, Durham, N. H.

MISS DONNA BRIDGES
205 Main Street
Orono, Maine 04473
Bear Tracks: Lots of news of teachers.
/
Dave Wing is teaching 6th grade phys.
ed. in the Bangor system. At Brewer
High, Paula Evans is a member of the social studies
staff. Brian Koharian is teaching 6th grade m
Dover-Foxcroft with a master’s degree from Cort
land (NY) State University. Marie DeRoche is
working in learning disabilities at the King Philip
Elementary School in West Hartford, Connecticut.
Linda White is teaching social studies in Columbia,
Conn, Susan Blake is teaching physical education
in the elementary schools of Hudson, Mass. Bruce
Morse is head football coach and phys. ed. instructor at the North Middlesex Regional School in
New Hampshire. Allan Rodway is teaching Latin
and Language Arts at Fryeburg Academy, Frye
burg, Maine with master’s degree from UMPG.
Martha McFarland an English teacher at Scarborough High, is active in dramatics.

Best wishes to Catherine Hunt the bride of David
Judd. Cathy is employed in the personnel division
of European Exchange System, London, England.
David is employed by the Puchasing and Manage
ment Division, European Exchange System. They
are living in Middlesex, England. Also to Donald
Newell and bride Patricia (Conant). Don is as
sociate director of admissions at Unity College.
George Smith is a salesman for Winthrop Real
Estate. George and wife, Linda, have a daughter
and make their home in New Sharon. Mrs. Jeffrey
(Cheryl Merrifield) Young writes that she and Jeff
are living in Boulder, Colorado where Jeff is a
graduate student and teaching assistant at CSU
Colorado State. Cheryl is on the staff of the Office
of Admissions. Csaba Farkas is with Byrd and Son
Construction Co. and wife, Terry (Kadi) is a com
puter programmer in the Boston area. They are
living in Walpole, Mass., but are planning a trip
to Europe soon to visit Csaba’s native Hungary.
USAF Sergeant John Hoyt is an accounting and
finance specialist assigned to Rhein-Main AB, Ger
many. Belated congrats to Margaret Ames named to
the edition of "Outstanding Women of America”.
She is teaching grade five at Smithfield Central
School.

MISS BECKY BRYNN CLIFFORD
7 Town Landing Road
Falmouth Foreside, Maine 04105
Marriages: Gary Noyes to Irene Duguay.
/
Gary is manager of the Bass Factory
Outlet Store, Nashua, N. H. Paul Dodge
(Univ, of Vermont) to Doreen Dojle. The Dodges
are living in Ontario where Doreen is teaching
piano privately. Richard Baird (Colby College) to
Linda Hart. Richard is employed by Lion Ferry
A. B., Portland, and Linda is teaching in Scarborough. The Bairds live on Mildied St., South
Portland. Michael Zubik, Jr., ’70 to Margaret Rode.

General News: Bev (Anderson) Bates is working
for the town supervisor of Salina, N. Y., and sell
ing real estate with a local firm. Her husband, Paul,
is in management with International Harvester Co.
in Syracuse and working on his Master’s in B.A.
at Syracuse Univ. The Bates live at 7377 Jessica

Drive, North Syracuse, N. Y. Bruce Holmes is em
ployed as an advertising account executive at
WABK, Gardiner. Donald Luev has been named to
the mathematics position at Hoosac Valley High
School (Mass.)

Rev. Raymond Scribner is serving as pastor at
the Fust Congregational Church, Houlton. Jan
Giovannuci received her M.A. in speech pathology
and is now a speech therapist in the Dexter, DoverFoxcroft, and Guilford school systems. Nancy
(Langdon) Stampa is head librarian at the Braden
ton Public Library, Bradenton, Fla.
Kerry Huckins has been appointed service
forester for Northern Oxford County. He was service
forester for the Fort Kent district for one year and
then served as forester in the Skowhegan district
until his present appointment. Kerry and Christine
(Gately) have two sons, Kerry, Jr., and Corey.
Kerry’s office is at 10 Sugarloaf Ave., Dixfield.
Russell Boyd, Jr., has received his Master of Sci
ence degree in Civil Engineering. He is presently
a teaching associate at UMO.

Ron Santacroce is doing graduate work at South
ern Connecticut State College. He is involved with
a team of specialists in devising an academic and
career counseling program for students at his col
lege. Arthur and Lorraine (Boyington) CorLss, Jr.,
have a new addition to the family, Ryan Arthur.
Art is now working for Bar Harbor Banking and
Trust Co.
Lawrence Hoyt, Jr., is employed by Maine Fish
and Game Department at the Greenville headquar
ters as an assistant biologist. He recently moved to
a special class at Jordan Acres, an elementary
school in the Brunswick School System. Brian
Thayer, who has been a state desk and environ
mental reporter for the Bangor Daily News, has
been named City Editor on the Biddeford-Saco
Journal staff.

Please take 5 minutes now to drop me a note so
your old college cronies will know what’s new with
you.

Speaking for the Class of 1972, I wish Winthrop
C. Libby a future filled with contentment. One of
the richest educational experiences available for
our personal betterment was this man’s goodness,
kindness, intelligence, open-mindedness and humor.

Employment: Sally Medina is Maine’s first lady
forester. Sally is employed by Seven Islands Land
Co., Bangor land management firm. Sue Gagne
is teaching first grade at Coffin School, Bruns
wick. Nancy Sheriff instructs grade four at Coffin
School, Brunswick. Paula Beaulieu is a first grade
teacher at Edson Elementary School, Kingston,
N. Y. Brian Nason is working for US Fidelity
and Guaranty Co. in the Fidelity-Surety Depart
ment and is living in Portland. Vivian Leblanc is
a medical technologist at Maine Medical Center,
Portland.

Mrs. Christine Flaherty is a grade five teacher
at the Memorial School, Salisbury, Mass. Richard
K. Alexander is copy editor with Newport (RI)
Daily News, and editor of the Navalog, a Navy
publication for Newport based sailors. His ad- dress is 26 Old Beach Road, Newport, R.I, Karen
Kladivko is working in the art department of
“The Courier News.” The newspaper is located
in Bridgewater Township, N. J. Debbie (Beede)
Dalfonso is a social worker with N. H. Health
and Welfare in Claremont, N. H.
Military: Gary Rattray
has been commissioned a
second lieutenant in the
US Air Force. He is as
signed to Webb AFB,
Texas for pilot training.
Second Lieutenant James
Sutherland has completed
a 9 week air course at
the US Army Defense
School, Ft. Bliss, Texas.
Second Lieutenant Don
ald Simpson, Jr. has com
pleted the same course as
Sutherland. Air National
Lt. Gary Rattray
Guard Airman Stephen
Fisk has graduated with
honors at Sheppard AFB, Texas from the US Air
Force telephone exchange specialist course con
ducted by the Air Training Command. He is re
turning to his Maine ANG unit at So. Portland.

To all of those of you ’72’ers who have not been
reported on in the class notes please drop me a
line to let us in on what you’re up to.

MISS CATHY TRIPP
29 Weymouth St. Apt. #4
Brunswick, Maine 04011
Marriages: Catherine Osborne (U of Me,
Bangor) to Gary Graham. Gretchen
Troland to Jeffrey Stoddard, ’70. Donna
Miller to Robert Cavallo. Jane Hogan to James
Brown. Deborah deGroff bride of Gerald Mc
Carthy. Claudia Dumais to Ronald Dennis.
Marilyn Flood bride of Lawrence Michaud. Ann
Gardner married to Keith Brushwein. Kathleen
Goff and Robert Thorne are married and live in
Sidney, Maine. Carolyn Hope to Dale Prentice.
Kathie Kinner to Salvatore Pandolfo (Husson).
Gail Jacques to David Peck (SMVTI). Mary Jinks
married to Gary Wilson. Lyn Brackett bride of
Jeffrey Nichols. Jeff has his Masters from UMO
and is a member of the speech faculty at Elmira
College, N. Y. Carol Violette to Roger Jarvis.
Nancy Billings (UMB) to Reginald Sherman.
Deborah J. Merrill to David Libby (Ricker).
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Stephanie Scanlin ’70 to Alan Colpitts. Stephanie
is employed by New England Baptist Hospital
while Alan is a graduate student at Boston Col
lege. Beatrice Stanley is now Mrs. Coopey. AliceJane Curtis to Samuel Slaiby (Assumption College
and U of M Law School). They reside in Tor
rington, Conn. Shelia Robinson to Kenneth Lan
dry ’70. Dianne Shaw bride of Earl Doyle. Melanie
Adams (UMB) is bride of Dennis Ripley (UMB).
They reside in Gorham. Lisa Jewell married to
Gil Rosebrook. They live in Everett, Mass.
Sharon Hanna to Gary Bladen (U of Md.) Both
are working on cancer research. He is with the
Electro-Nucleonics Labs, Inc. and she is with
Flow Laboratories, Inc. in Rockville, Md.

The Peace Corps and VISTA are
looking for people with experience.
Agriculturalists to zoologists. For
more information, call or write:
(617) 223-6366 (collect)
Room 1405
McCormack P. O. &
Courthouse Bldg.
Boston, MA 02109
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What's happening
at your local association
Feb. 23:

Black Bear Club of Rhode

Island. President, John F. Wilson '33. February
dinner gathering at home of club member James
H. Goff '63, Peace Dale.

March 30: Black Bear Club of Rhode
Island. March dinner gathering at home of club
member Peter T. Gammons '61, East Greenwich.

May 3: Merrymeeting Bay Alumni
Association. President, L. Dewey Chase '64.
Annual Spring Banquet, Holiday Inn, Brunswick.
UMO speakers, Dwight L. Rideout, Dean of Stu
dent Affairs and Joyce A. Demkowicz, Disciplinary
Officer and Assistant Dean of Student Activities.

May 4:

Southeastern

Massachusetts

and Rhode Island Alumni Association.
President, James H. Goff '63. Spring Dinner Meet
April 12: Phoenix, Arizona Alumni
Association. President, Evelyn G. Black '37.
Spring Cocktail Party at the home of Roland and
Jeanne Babcock '47, Phoenix. UMO speaker Dr.
Harold L Chute. Director of Development.

April 13:

North

Shore,

Massachu

setts. Alumni Association. President, John
M. Hardy '56. Annual Spring Get-Together. UMO
speaker, Vincent A. Hartgen, Huddilston Profes
sor and Chairman, Department of Art.

May 16:
Northern Kennebec Alum
ni Association. President, Maurice M. Caron
'64. Annual Spring Dinner and "Off to Maine"
Reception for incoming freshmen, Silent Woman
Restaurant, Waterville. UMO speaker, Peter H.
Fitzgerald, Planning Officer, on "UMO and the
Next Five Years." Also from Orono, undergrad
uate members of "People to People: Students to1
Alumni."

ing, Falstaff Restaurant, Seekonk. UMO speakers,
President Winthrop C. Libby and Lester J. Nadeau,
newly-appointed G.A.A. Executive Director.

May 5: Greater Boston Alumni As
sociation. President, Roy N. Holmes '32. North
Shore Alumni Association. President, John M.
Hardy '56. Cape Cod Alumni Association. Presi
dent, Thomas J. Desmond '33. Tri-Club Spring
Dinner, M.l.T. Faculty Club, Boston. UMO speaker
and honored guests, President and Mrs. Winthrop
C. Libby.

May 16: Lewiston-Auburn
Alumni
Association. President, Paul J. Dowe '48. An
droscoggin Valley Alumnae Association. President,
Mrs. Marguerite Drury '48. Annual Spring "Presi
dent's Night" Dinner and "Off to Maine" Recep
tion for incoming freshmen, Lost Valley, Auburn.
UMO speakers, President Winthrop C. Libby and
undergraduate members of People to People: Stu
dents to Alumni.

May 18:

Cape

Cod,

Massachusetts

Alumni Association. President, Thomas J.
Desmond '33. Spring Dinner, Cummaquid Inn, Yar
mouth Port. UMO speaker, Joyce A. Demkowicz,
Judiciary Officer and Assistant Dean of Studer*'
Activities.

April 13:

Western Massachusetts,

Central Massachusetts, and Northern
Connecticut Alumni Associations.
Presidents, W. Lloyd Oakes, Jr. '53, Preston "Skip"
Hall '54, and Mark R. Shibles, Jr. '60. Tri-Club
Dinner Meeting, Publick House, Sturbridge Village,
Mass. UMO speaker, Kenneth W. Allen, Professor
of Oceanography and Chairman of the Depart
ment of Zoology on "Polar Research and the Uni
versity of Maine."

April 14:

Cleveland,

Ohio

May 5:
Black Bear Club of Rhode
Island. Annual Spring Clambake at the home of
club member, Wallace "Bud" Humphrey '32.

May 8:
Southern Penobscot Alum
nae Association. President, Miss Josephine
Profita '38. Annual Spring Dinner, Penobscot Val
ley Country Club, Orono.

Alumni

Association. President, Frank M. Kilbourne '59.
Spring Get-Together at the Hospitality Inn, Cleve
land West. UMO speaker, Harold L. Chute, Di
rector of Development.

May 10: "Bowdoin Night at the
Pops", Symphony Hall, Boston. Special invita
tion to Maine alumni and friends from the Bow
doin Club in Boston.

May 18:
Southern Kennebec Alum
ni Association. Charles J. Ochmanski '60. An
nual "Spring Fling" Dinner, Steer House, Winthrop.
UMO guests, "Maine Dinner Ensemble" of the De
partment of Music. A program of old baroque
songs to the twentieth century show tunes.
i

May 24: Washington, D.C. Alumni
Association. President, Donald V. Taverner '43.
Spring Dinner, Charterhouse Motor Hotel, Alexan
dria. Speaker, University of Maine Chancellor
Donald R. McNeil.

May 25:

Washington County Alum

ni Association. Chairman, Arthur S. Buswell
'49. Spring Dinner, University of Maine at Machias
campus. Guest speaker, President Winthrop C.
Libby.

April 25:

Androscoggin

Valley

Alumnae Association. President, Mrs. Mar
guerite Drury '48. Monthly meeting. Speaker,
Franklin B. Allen of F. O. Bailey Co. with a
presentation on antiques.
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May 15:
Long Island, New York
Alumni Association. President, Russell S.
Bodwell '44. Spring Dinner, Carl Hoppell's West
bury Manor. UMO speaker, President Winthrop C.
Libby.

June 24: Portland Club, University
of Maine at Orono Women. President,
Mrs. Marilyn McDermott '59. Summer Picnic, Two
Lights State Park.

This is where the action is

for alumni June 8-9
1973 JUNE REUNION WEEKEND
Weekends like this happen only once every five years.
Class banquets • campus tours • Reunion dinners • class meetings • swim parties

Squaw Mountain is Your Mountain
so use it...
Maine's Only Four-season Resort
Maine's Best Wilderness Retreat
... an ideal family vacation
spot the year 'round
...an ideal seminar, workshop,
convention, banquet and ball site

Squaw Mountain at Moosehead
Greenville, Maine 04441
Telephone: (207) 695-2272

,
•'
I
I
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Alumni News
New GAA Executive Director named
Lester J. Nadeau '59 of Portland
will become executive director of the

North Hall Alumni Center in Orono,

College

and promote the university.

alumni, development and public rela

in

Bangor

as

director

of

the

The search for a new alumni di

tions. In 1968, he was instrumental in

University of Maine at Orono July 1.

rector at Orono was conducted by a

organizing the capital gifts campaign

The appointment was announced
in March by Albert M. Parker '28 of

selection committee under the chair

for Husson's new $10 million campus.

manship of the association's first vice

While

Port Washington, N. Y., president of

president, Ralph L. Hodgkins Jr., presi

ganized the college's first alumni as

the General Alumni Association.
Nadeau joined the General Alumni

dent of the Mid Maine Mutual Savings

sociation,

Bank in Auburn. Serving on the per

and later its first annual alumni fund’.

Association staff April 2 to work with

sonnel committee with Hodgkins were

He was a member of Husson's ex

Robert P. Schoppe of Farmingdale and

ecutive, development, admissions and

General

Donald

Association

Alumni

M.

incumbent

the

Stewart,

of

executive director, until Stewart as

John R. Dyer of Manchester.

Husson,
its

first

Nadeau
alumni

also

or

magazine

government relations committees and

"The selection committee inter

sumes a part-time assignment July 1

at

of the president's cabinet and held

as assistant director in charge of the

viewed

annual Alumni Fund.

and we feel confident that Les is well

Council

qualified and has much valuable ex

Public Relations Association. He had

As executive director, Nadeau will

many

applicants

qualified

membership in the American Alumni

and

the

American

College

administer an alumni association pro

perience. We are fortunate to have

been a member of the Husson College

gram to serve the 44,000 graduates

him at Orono and are looking forward

staff since 1964. Nadeau is married

of Orono. It will be his duty to assist

to

commented

and has three sons. He was a mem

the officers in the development of pol

Hodgkins.

icy and programs, publish "The Maine
Alumnus" magazine, administer the

For
served

The Sarasota, Florida Alumni As

sociation was officially named as a
formal

local

alumni

their February 23

association

at

him,"

ber of Sigma Chi fraternity at UMO.

past

the

services

New Florida local
association formed

with

working

as

year

Nadeau

manager of

for

the

has

Commenting on the alumni program

membership

conducted by the GAA, Nadeau said,

Greater

Portland

"I have found in Orono that the as

Chamber of Commerce. Last January

sociation is led by a group of dedi

he was loaned

cated leaders who display great cor^

to the Cumberland

County Recreation District to assist in

mitment to the welfare of the Univer

an $8 million campaign to raise funds

sity at Orono and who are keenly

for the new Civic Center to be located

alert to its changing needs. This com

in Portland.
Prior

Nadeau

to

mitment distinguishes the GAA as a
his

was

work

employed

Portland,

in
at

Husson

truly

outstanding

organization,

one

which I am honored to serve."

meeting at Mar

tine's Restaurant. The group of alum

ni

in Sarasota

meeting

have been

each winter for the past few years

and have developed an active group.
New officers were selected to head

up the association which
work

closely

with

hopes

nearby

the

to
St.

Petersburg, Florida Alumni Associa

tion to make both groups more effec
tive.

The

new

officers

are

President,

Ervin Stuart z23; Vice President, Verne

Beverly '20;

Secretary,

Ruth

March

Dolloff '17; and Treasurer, Harold N.

Powell '29. President Emeritus is Nel
son "Nemo" E. Smith zll.
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Newly appointed General Alumni Association Executive Director Lester J. Nadeau ’59
and incumbent Director Donald M. Stewart ’35 discuss association work.

Fraternity-alumni
relations fostered
with GAA help
Through

the

combined

efforts of

U.M. Fraternity Board leaders Greg
Seekins '73 TKE and Mark Skinner '73

LCA, representatives from Maine's
eighteen fraternities met recently for
a Fraternity Alumni Relations Seminar.
With the key assistance of the Alumni

Office, an expanded program of com
munication

Members of Phi Eta Kappa and Alpha Ganma Rho fraternities sort through alumni
addressed envelopes to find their alumni fraternity brothers at the Alumni Center lounge.
Spring newsletters about each chapter were mailed to the alumni from many of the fraternities
with the help of the addresses.

has

been

launched

be

tween Maine's Greek letter organiza
tions and the school's 12,000 fraternity
alumni.

Fraternity leaders have responded to
the seminar with enthusiasm and
worked actively this spring to develop

GAA initiates "Welcome Aboard"

a program across the boards with all
of the houses.

program for 1973 graduates

newsletters to all Greek alumni with

Goals are set on individual spring

news on the active chapter on campus.

Funds to send a "Welcome Aboard"

the package will be the latest copy of

Future plans include a special in

pak to 1973 graduating seniors who

The Graduate magazine, a national

vitation mailing to UMO's 1973 Homecoming Weekend on October 12-13.

will be joining the ranks of alumni

magazine for the graduating senior

were approved by the Budget Com

printed by the Approach 13-30 Cor

The Alumni Office has enthusiastic

mittee of the General Alumni As
sociation at their March 27 meeting.

poration of Knoxville, Tenn. The maga

ally encouraged the project and is in

zine explores the opportunities and

close contact with fraternity efforts.

Assistant Director for Alumni Affairs

problems young graduates will face

Brothers from the fraternities came to

Wayne J. Cote, who introduced the

with lively articles on such topics as

the Alumni

new program for the seniors, said the

employment, graduate school, finance

purpose of the package was to wel

and lifestyles.

addressed envelopes for their spring
mailing.

Center to

sort through

come them as new alumni and to offer
them helpful information.

Gifts of Life Insurance

Included will be a cover letter from
GAA President Albert M. Parker '28

officially greeting them, a special in

vitation to seniors and parents for a
commencement day reception to be

held at the Alumni Center on June 4,
a list of alumni leaders across the
country willing to lend a helping hand

to Maine's newest graduates, young

alumni placement information from
the Office of Career Planning and

One of the most overlooked and

yet one of the easiest

giving to your University is through
life insurance. The ways to give
through life insurance are too numer
ous

to
1.

Also included and a highlight of

in

this

Buying

a

University
2.

programs, a 1973-74 sports schedule
and a change of address card.

cover

article

but

I

would like to touch on just a few.

Placement, information about the new
GAA Travel and group life insurance

methods of

3.

beneficiary.
Making the

policy

as

with

owner

the

and

University sec

ondary beneficiary.
Assigning the cash value of

the policy to the University.

Recently an alumnus said to me, "I

am currently giving $500 a year to
Annual Alumni Fund. And, in
addition, I have also purchased a
the

policy on my life of sufficient size to
insure a continuation of my annual

giving after I'm gone."
For further information on life in

surance gifts and the tax advantages
of such gifts, contact:
Thomas D. Harper
Assistant Director of
Development
North Hall-Alumni Center
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Editorial
(continued from page 2)
chusetts; Ken Woodbury '24 of Gray,

and Al Parker '28 of Port Washington,
New York.
Backing them

and

Development Council honors
four former chairmen

equally

The Department of Development of

great contributions have been our past

the University of Maine at Orono has

He left that duty to join W. T. Grant
Company, advancing through execu^

given, for the first time, an award

tive

two

Campaign

with

Chairmen,

Ralph

positions

1932z

until

when

he

"Woody" Hodgkins, Jr. '59 of Auburn

honoring

and Gordon Erikson '43 of Bar Har

service to the development council and

quently,

bor. Edith Ness '32, Mary-Hale Fur

to the university. Three of these men

Ward. In 1940, Fogler returned to W. T.

man '38 and Brownie Schrumpf '25

are alumni and all are former council

Grant Company as its president, a

have been leaders among a great sup
porting cast of vice presidents and

chairmen.

post he held until his retirement in

The

four

plaques,

men

for

presented

meritorious

by

UMO

committee chairmen.
I would like especially to honor the

President Winthrop C. Libby on April

late Jim White '30 for his leadership

27 in Bangor, went to Raymond H.

as founding chairman of a new bud

Fogler '15, a former assistant Secre

has

tary to the Navy; George H. Ellis '41,

had the tireless support of Treasurers

a Boston, Mass., banker; W. Jerome

Ed Piper '43, Herbert "Spike" Leonard

Strout '29, chairman of the board of

get committee

program, which

'39, as well as our current Budget

Bangor and Aroostook Railroad; and

Committee Chairman, Waldo "Mac"

W. Gordon Robertson, a director of

Libbey '44.

Dead River Company.

If I have singled out the officers

Fogler,

of West

Rockport,

became

1952.

vice

president

president

The

of

following

and

subse

Montgomery

year

he

was

appointed Assistant Secretary of the

served until 1957 when he resigned
from

governmental

services.

Fogler

holds a master's degree from Prince-

(continued on page 32)

The Group

Life

Insurance

Pro

gram for alumni which was an
nounced in the Winter Issue of the

began

here, may I ask you to also look at the

his career as executive secretary of the

contents page of this magazine, where

Maine Agricultural Extension Service.

Maine Alumnus will be offered next
fall and not this summer.

you will find listed the current mem

bers of the Council. All of them de
serve recognition for the fine contri
bution they make as leaders of our as

sociation.

While they may have to

wait for formal recognition until they

leave the governing Council, I hope
they will all be recognized now for

the dedicated service they are giving
while in office.

ERRATA

The General Alumni Association would
like to publish the following corrections
of errors made in the Fund Recognition
Insert in the Maine Alumnus last fall.
We apologize for the errors.
The following alumni should have ap
peared in these contribution clubs. Pine
Tree Club: Portland Alumnae Associa
tion. Century Club: Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Barker ’39, Burke Bradbury ’16
and Otis J. Sproul ’52.
The following alumni were listed with
the incorrect classes. J. Milton Attridge
’34, Mr. and Mrs. Paul G. Butler ’31
and ’32, Mrs. Royal B. Kinsley ’40,
Robert E. Lawrence ’34, Carl Toothaker
’39 and John J. Velton ’32.
Also, Hugh H. Morton ’32, a member
of the Century Club, was inadvertently
omitted from the list.
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Leonard F. Shaw ’36 of LaGrange, Illinois receives a Block “M” award for his outstanding
service to his local association, the Chicago, Illinois Alumni Association. Presenting the award
during a March 5 meeting in Chicago are Executive Director Donald M. Stewart ’35 and Dr.
Bruce Poulton, vice president of research and public service.

On Campus

Search for
new president
narrows down

Rand Receives P & P award
-Jl George H. Rand of Glens Falls, New

York, a retired vice president of Inter

The

nical director of Scott Paper Company.
The

conflict

social

of

pressures,

nineteen-member

Presidential

Search Committee has formed a sub
committee to help facilitate the screen
ing of over 200 applicants who have

national Paper Co., received the 23rd

especially in the area of environmental

annual honor award of the UMO Pulp

concerns, upon technology was dis

answered the call for a new president

and

cussed in the opening session of the

at UMO. Any member of the search

and

program. Concerns that technology
has not been well integrated with the

group was free to screen and rate
each applicant, but the sub-committee

was deemed necessary for efficiency.
Chairman of the Search Committee

Paper Foundation

at its Open

House program on April 19.
Rand, a Bowdoin graduate

chairman of the board of governors

economic, political and social environ

of the National Council of the Paper

ments were expressed by Merrill J.

Industry for Air and Stream Improve

Osborne, director of engineering of

Prof. Eugene Mawhinney said there

ment, was cited for his contributions

Bowaters, Inc. and president of the
Technical Association of the Pulp and

were a substantial number of very

to the pulp and paper industry.
The two day Open House involved

the participation of twenty graduate

Paper Industry at the annual dinner
during Open House.

good candidates who applied before
the April 15 cut-off date. The sub-com
mittee has narrowed the field down to

and undergraduate pulp and paper

The program closed with a luncheon

a smaller number of leading candi
dates who will be individually inter

students in a number of discussions

address by internationally known jour

and demonstrations for the over 150

nalist

told

viewed by the committee. Mawhinney

industry executives from the United

young people starting careers in pulp

predicted the interviewing would go

and paper to join with other idealistic

into the month of June and recom

States

and

Canada

who

attended.

Albert

W.

Wilson,

who

Chairman of the Open House com

people in

wanting to make this a

mendations for the top choices should

mittee was Robert E. Perry z51, tech-

better world to live in, in order to be

be submitted to Chancellor Donald R.

of genuine service to their fellow man.

McNeil for his selection by July 1.

Room and board
ft ike passed
A university-wide room and board
fee increase of $40 a year was decided

on by the UM Board of Trustees at

their April 25 meeting.
The raise was in part attributed to

UM benefits from N. England
Regional Student Program
Maine continues to benefit from the

and

Portland-Gorham

campuses

of

New England Regional Student Pro

the University, and Southern Maine

gram, which allows citizens of New

Vocational Technical Institute.
"The total of 82 more Maine resi

But

England to enroll in out-of-state insti

also brought up at the meeting as a

tutions at resident tuition rates in cer

dents

contributing factor was the fact the

tions than out-of-state

university is losing about $80,000 in

tain areas of study.
According to the

revenue yearly because of 165 empty

ment Report from the New England

the value of the program to Maine,"

beds. This is especially true at the

Board of Higher Education, 226 Maine

campuses of Machias, Farmington and

there are
chronic shortages of students to fill

residents are enrolled in other New
institutions under the pro
gram. Meanwhile, 144 out-of-state

McNeil said. "But even beyond num
bers is the importance of having ed

the dorms.

residents

higher

food

and

Portland-Gorham

salary

costs.

where

1972-73

Enroll

England

attend

the

University

of

Chancellor

Maine and vocational technical insti

Donald R. McNeil to augment his staff

tutes.
According to University Chancellor

♦

The

Board

authorized

•

in a study costing up to $35,000, to

attending

out-of-state

institu

residents at

tending Maine institutions points out

ucational programs available at low
tuition cost to Maine residents which
are not available in their home state."
The New England Regional Student
Program provides that New England

residents may study courses not avail

investigate this and other aspects of the

Dr. Donald R. McNeil, the growth in

able to them in their home states, or

university's

out-of-state students attending Maine
institutions occurred in undergraduate

they may attend an out-of-state insti
tution located closer to their place of

programs at the Orono, Farmington

residence than is an in-state college.

which

auxiliary

include

resident

halls and the book stores.

enterprises,

and

dining
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Journalism
observes 25th
anniversary
Thomas Winship, editor of the Bos
ton Globe, was the Peter Edes Lec

turer April 15 to 20 at the University
of Maine at Orono's journalism de
partment which is observing its 25th

anniversary.
Several

nalism

special

students

for

jour

alumni

were

events
and

scheduled during the week in addi

tion to Winship's visit and the April

20 spring conference of the Maine
Press Association (MPA).

The Peter Edes Lectureship, estab
lished in 1965 to bring experienced

Prof. Enterit us Gregory Baker ’24, left, received a hand-carved wooden plaque from Asst.
Prof. Norman Kutscha, UMO wood technologist, which designates more than 1300 wood
samples as the “Baker Wood Collection". The collection is housed in Nutting Hall and in
cludes about 70 species of native woods and foreign woods collected by Prof. Baker during
his years at Orono from 1935-1968. The presentation was made during Open House week.

Open House held April 2-6

newsmen to campus to lecture and

talk informally with students, honors
an early Maine newsman who estab
lished Bangor's first newspaper, the

Bangor Weekly Register, in 1815.

UMO Open House was held on cam
pus April

2-6

while

visitors were able to drop in on coun

students were

ty extension offices and learn about

away on semester break. It was a

the wide-ranging programs that serve

full week for those attending the pro

the state.

grams,

conferences

and

workshops

that included horse riding competition,

Also four Maine leaders were hon

opening luncheon of the MPA con

insect study, nutrition and health, for

ored at the Maine Extension Associa

ference where he addressed Maine

est pathology, family housing, land

tion luncheon meeting. One of the four

newsmen on the subject of Watergate

scaping and forest land management.

was Charles L Eastman '22 who was

Winship was the speaker at the

and

press

relations

with

President

honored as an outstanding communjj*

One

of the

parts of the

leader with 41 years of service as a

held in Augusta, was held in Orono

Open House program came from the

county agent and a half century of

this

Maine Cooperative Extension Service.

service to the community.

For the first three days of the program

Eastman had been awarded the dis

Nixon. The MPA conference, usually
year

conjunction

in

with

the

journalism observance.

largest

In

1961,

tinguished Service Award of the U.S.

Course evaluation booklet published

Department

of

Agriculture.

Besides

his extension work he belongs to many

civic groups.

For the first time since 1968 a course

and

instructor evaluation

book has

been published at UMO.
Generated and carried out by the

was the product of statistical informa
tion gathered from responses by stu

dents on their courses and instructors.
On a voluntary basis, each instructor

asked

to

circulate

respond to their evaluation in any way

they

General Student Senate, the evaluation

was

the forms. Also, faculty were asked to

evaluation

forms in each course. A general guide

saw

fit

and

comments

were

printed with the evaluation.

honor another alumnus. Stacy R. Mil

As opposed to the very interpretive

and subjective publication, "Of Cab

bages and Kings", the 1968 course
instructor evaluation booklet, this study
is in the form of a computer print-out

of the

collected

facts.

There

Epsilon Sigma Phi, national honor
ary Extension society, also chose to

is

no

ler '32, administrative officer for the
UMO Cooperative Extension Service,

was presented with a national certi

ficate of recognition by the fraternity.
Miller, an extension service employee
for 38 years, was honored for his

commentary on the data or interpre

willingness to provide personal ser

tation. Any unfavorable response to

vice, beyond the line of duty, to fel

results could be published to provide

this publication would

ruin chances

low Extension employees as well as

fair representation. The response from

for

Senate

his efficiency in his many functions

faculty was excellent in handing out

leaders cautioned.

line of 60 percent student response in
each course was established before

30

any

future

evaluation,

with the organization.

Student consumer advocate group to start in fall
Starting with the next fall semester

lecting arm when the Board of Trust

PIRG, it states their purpose is to en

students at UMO and at other colleges

sure the continuity, financial stability,

in Maine will have an organized out-

ees voted six to five to act as their
"fiscal agency." The means of funding

for responsibile student action.

was the biggest problem promoters of

Maine

PIRG

(Public

Interest

Re

PIRG were faced with.

organization, effectiveness and responsibilitity of student action. "Students,
as citizens will begin to face the reali
ty of change as opposed to the rhet

student consumer

Originally, funding was proposed

advocate organization, recently won

as a mandatory $2.00 fee included on
a student's semester bill. Provisions

oric of change," it explains.

had been made for students to receive

Bates, Nasson, Colby and Unity Col
leges will comprise the state-wide

search

Group),

a

the right to use the University as a col-

a refund for non-support, but the sys

Students and
alumni visit
Finland over
semester break

tem was still

not agreeable to the

Board. What was passed, was a nega

UM at Portland-Gorham, Bowdoin,

make-up with UMO being the largest

source of money and manpower.

tive check-off system where students

PIRG had no specific national affili

can mark their non-support on the bill

ation but there have been PIRG or

and not pay the fee.
After the Board passed the motion,

ganizations developed in other states.
Student activism which can be mobi

Chancellor Donald R. McNeil expressed

lized and channeled into a forceful

concern, fearing a precedent had been

advocacy group was developed by

campus folk to many different places

set by voting the University as a fis

Ralph

—mostly

cal

Semester Spring Break takes many

to

Florida

and

to

cruises

some balmy island. This is not always

true, as students and alumni of UMO

took off for Finland this past April!
The week-long excursion to various

historical and forestry sites was spon

agent

for

a

non-university

or

ganization.

Nader

in

1970.

Historically

PIRG has evolved from this.
Now

that

everything

has

been

Next fall when money is finally col

cleared to commence next fall, hope

lected, professionals will be hired to

fully the students of 1973, who will

lead

the

state-wide

group.

vocate

In

consumer

the

ad

"by-laws" of

make or break this group, will be as

active as the PIRG promoters.

sored by the Department of Forest Re
sources. Seven students and 54 pro

visional foresters, fifteen of whom
were alumni, went on the tour which
was to show the differences and simi

larities in the forest economy of Maine

and Finland.
The trip organizers, Profs. Harold

Scallop waste tested as poultry feed
The Maine Life Sciences & Agricul

after the scallop muscle is removed,

ture Experiment Station, part of the

could be ground inexpensively in a

UMO

Research

of

Office

&

Public

modified kitchen garbage disposal and

Young and Ralph H. Griffin, said Fin

Service,

ex

then dried into a product that can be

land was chosen because it is similar

periments each year on a wide range

easily crumbled into large flakes. The

to Maine in climate, amount of for

of agricultural

test material was re-ground and sub

ested lands and the importance of the

for the future benefit of the State of

jected to numerous chemical analyses

forest industries to the economy. How

Maine.
A research team who found that

and feeding experiments with young

ever, Finland is more advanced than

Maine in forestry growth and develop

ment.
*

Agricultural Experiment Station:

Those alumni who traveled to Finland

were Norman Gray '34, Fred

conducts

and

research

and

animal

projects

the previously discarded waste of a
Maine scallop could be processed and

used as a high protein feed for the
poultry industry is just one example

Huntress '55, Stuart Lane '37, Prof.

of the studies which involve the Maine

Maxwell McCormack '56, Forrest Nel

consumer,

son '50, Prof. Wallace Robbins '54,

George

Ruopp

'71,

Charles

Sleight

'50, Leander M. Sprowl '39, William

Sylvester '69,

Richard Waldron

'38,

Mr. and Mrs. George Weiland '54,
Edward

Woodbrey

Harold E. Young '37.

'48,

and

Prof.

chickens. It was found to contain 50
percent of high quality protein and
also had levels of certain minerals im

portant to poultry nutrition.
The details on the best drying
process and other minor items are still

fisherman

being worked out, but the primary re

and the state's resources and environ

sults showed the scallop waste sup
plying a significant amount of protein

businessman,

ment.
UMO animal scientists Dr. Donald L.

for chicken feeds. And the results are

scallop

of potential significance to the Maine
poultry industry which has long been

waste. They found that the scallop
waste or viscera, usually discarded

handicapped by the high costs as
sociated with transporting feed grains.

Blamberg

O'Meara

and
led

Professor

the

study

David

on

C.
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Development Awards
{continued from page 28)
ton University. He is a past president
of the University of Maine Foundation

and the General Alumni Association.
He was chairman of the development

council from 1962 to 1966.
Ellis, a native of Orono, served as
council chairman for the years 1967

to 1969. He graduated from UMO as
valedictorian of his class of 1941.
His interest in educaton persisted
through his World War II experience

(he became a major at 25), his gradu

ate

degrees from

Harvard,

and

a

career in economics, culminating with

his presidency of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston and his present posi

tion as chief executive officer of Key

stone Custodian Funds, a Boston based
mutual funds complex.

In 1970-71, Strout took the chair of

the development council. Born in Milo,
Strout retired from the top post of the

Bangor Aroostook Railroad in

The United States Army presented one of its top awards to President Winthrop C. Libby
'32 at ceremonies on March 29 in the lounge of the Alumni Center, The award was the Out
standing Civilian Service Award given in recognition of his distinguished service to his coun
try. Presenting the award was Lt. Gen. Claire E. Hutchin, Jr., commanding general of the
first U.S. Army based at Fort Meade, Md., who is shown above congratulating President and
Mrs. Libby. The award, established by the Secretary of the Army in 1960, notes that Libby in
his four-year tenure as president provided active and enthusiastic support, both on campus
and nationwide, to the concept of officer training at institutions of higher learning and to na
tional preparedness.

Sabres presented to three students

1971

after 43 years with that company. He
is now chairman of the board of the

Bangor and Aroostook and a member

during Military Review May 10
Review and

The Annual

Awards

Owls and

last summer attended

of the executive committee. Strout is

Ceremony of the Department of Mili

rigorous

also director of the Northern National

tary Science was held on May 10 to

course.

Bank of Presque Isle, director of the

honor those in the First Maine Cadet

Alpha Epsilon fraternity.

Casco Northern Holding Company and

Brigade of the ROTC.
through alumni efforts. The General

Robertson,

the

first

chairman

of

Alumni Association each year gives

the then newly formed development

the Charles

council (1960-61), is a native of Edin

standing

burgh, Scotland. He has had a dis

Award

tinguished

career

in

industry

in

Canada and the United States.

service.
Island,

Rice Sabre to the out

cadet

to

a

The
a

and

the

Barrows

cadet for outstanding
Black

local

Bears

alumni

of

Rhode

association,

gives a sabre for the outstanding mem

Robertson is a former president of
the Bangor Aroostook Railroad and
has been director of several corpora

ber of the Pershingettes, the women's

military drill team.

Presenting

the

He

ranger

training

member of Sigma

is a

i

Three of the awards were presented

Housing Foundation.

nine-week

sabres

was

John

The recipient of the Black Bear Club
of Rhode Island's sabre was Gail L.

McIntire, a senior from Harpswell who

majored

in

Spanish.

She

studied

abroad last year at the University of
Seville in Spain under an exchange

program. She was commander of the
Pershingettes and

much to do

had

with the reorganization and the re

juvenation

of

the

group

which

in

the past year had lost the interest of

students.

tions and Maine promotional councils.

R. Dyer '41, member of the GAA Coun

He is presently a director of Dead River

cil. Senior Calvin J. Glazier of Augusta

service

Company, the Federal Reserve Bank

received the Charles Rice Sabre for his

presented by Roger C. Castle '21 of

The Barrows Award for outstanding
performed

by a

cadet was

of Boston, Union Mutual Life Insurance

excellence in achievement in both ac

Damariscotta

Company of Portland and is a trustee

ademics and the military. G!azier, who

junior majoring in secondary education

of the Eastern Maine Medical Center

was the Brigade Commander, majored

from Lincoln. The three-year scholar

in Bangor and a member of the Board

in animal technology. He had been

ship student was cited for his service

of Trustees of the University of Maine.

past vice president of the Sophomore

to the brigade and the University.
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to

Scott

A.

Carey,

a

Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity

All-star running back for the Wash

sponsored a "Hike-Bike" on April 29

ington Redskins, Larry Brown, lectured

to raise funds for the National Asso

Par

at UMO on April 25. Brown, who led
Washington to the National Football

ciation

for

Retarded

Children.

ticipants pedalled the 43-mile route

Conference championship in 1972 and

for a certain sum per mile donated by

theSuper Bowl, is one of the most ar

contributors. The Hike-Bike was part

ticulate athletes in America today with

of a national Hike-Bike program which

a unique philosophy towards sports
and the game of life.

organizes

money-making events for

the retarded.
I

The Bureau of Labor Education was
Two institutes on handicapped chil
The official

U.S. snow sculpturing

dren will

be conducted

during the

team placed first in international com

June 18 to July 6 summer session at

petition at the Quebec Winter Carnival

UMO by the College of Education in

this winter with two UMO alumni and

cooperation with the Department of

one

UMO

student.

Bob Clunie

'70,

Educational and Cultural Services.

recognized for its Maine Labor Oral

History Project at a national conference
of the University Labor Education As
sociation

in

Michigan.

Maine

and

Hawaii were honored for their out

standing and innovative programs.

Jeff Dennis '72 and Russ Plaeger '73,

all in Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity,
were the sculpting victors.

The Environmental Studies Center of

UMO has received a $52,000 grant to
develop water use standards for the

Dr. David Trafford has been elected

an Honorary Fellow of the Institute for
American Universities in Aix-en-Province, France. Trafford, who is a UMO
history professor, was cited for his

work in advancing and serving the

state. Center Director Millard W. Hall
said the funds originated from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency and

will be used to determine what kinds
of

protective

zoning

are

most

de

sirable.

Noted

underwater

photographer,

Stanton Waterman, came to campus

April

18 to give a talk and show

film of his work. A native of Spruce
Head, Maine, he also is a film producer

and

diver

who

was

awarded

the

Jacques Cousteau Diver of the Year

and the Underwater Photographer of
of the Year in 1968.

aims of international education and

European studies.

Ana

Maria

Ricalo

'75

of

North

Tarrytown, N.Y. has been awarded

U.S. Senator Strom Thurmond

(R-S.C.) opened the Distinguished Lec
ture Series program for the spring se
mester. The leading conservative and

a $500 prize by the Monsanto Com

pany of St. Louis, Mo. as a distin

guished woman scholar in the chemi

cal engineering program at UMO.

on March 27.

England

Intercollegiate

A $25,000 grant has been awarded

Chess

Championship at Harvard University
were by UMO students in February.

They scored 16 out of a possible 20
points and freshman Graham Cooper,
of Augusta, was

close Congressional associate of Presi

dent Nixon spoke to a UMO audience

Individual and team honors at the
New

NE

Intercollegiate

Champion.

to the UMO Office of Career Planning
and

Placement to

study

the

video

A directory of technical capabilities

Thirty-one All-Maine Women were

taped career interview program to
determine whether it is a valid tech

existing at UMO has been produced

named during April for their "out

nique for career placement. Now in

standing contributions to the univer

sity." All students are juniors and were

its third year using the videotape
technique, UMO was a pioneer in the

by two UMO professors. Professors
Alton H. Clark and Charles E. Tarr of

selected as a non-scholastic group on
the basis of character, dependability,

field.

sincerity, service, spirit and leadership.

Jose Greco, the celebrated Spanish

physics gathered the information in an
effort to help people in the State
know what type of expertise is avail

able and where.

dancer, visited UMO as part of his

20th annual tour across the United

The featured speaker for the June

joined with the Maine Department of

States on April 17 with his dance com

Environmental Protection to help solve

the environmental problems posed by

pany, musicians and singers. Greco
and company played to a packed

4 commencement exercises is retiring
President Winthrop C. Libby '32.
Andrew Meade, senior class president

open dump burning. The study is being

audience one

UMO's College of Technology has

night besides leading

funded by some $10,000 in state and

master classes and

university funds.

campus.

lectures on the

and Patricia Riley, president of Student

Government will also be speakers at
the exercises.
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Department Reviews: Zoology and Philosophy
NOTE: Each issue of the
beginning with Spring Issue,
will carry short departmental reviews cov
ering the recent history and any trends that
have developed. The idea was suggested
by an alumnus from the Philosophy De
partment who was very much interested in
what was happening with his alma mater
major. It is hoped all alumni will be in
terested in an updating of the academic
departments on campus. Any comments on
the “column” would be greatly appreciated.

EDITOR'S

however, the number of new courses

Erling Skorpen, on the development

Alumnus,

offered has not appreciably increased.

of

The greatest increase in course enroll

Thought.

Zoology
The most outstanding feature about

ment has been for Introductory Zo

of

concept

the

self

in

Western

Beginning in 1949, Professor Charles
*

The

offered

Virtue

ology 3/4.
department offers

a

B.A.

in

zoology, B.A. in biology and a B.A. in

Also, a

occasional

elective

courses in comparative religion and
the history of Christianity. In

1969,

master

Professor Ralph Hjelm, a specialist in

of science in zoology and doctor of

the history of religion, was brought

philosophy.

to Orono to carry that part of the pro

medical

technology.

The doctoral

program in the de

He and

gram forward.

Mr.

Robert

partment was started in

1965 with

speaking in terms of history for the

just one candidate and

has grown

last five to ten years, is the construc

with each year until now there are 12

tion

tion of Murray Hall in 1968 to house

to 15 doctoral candidates in addition

philosophy department. Aided by a

zoology. (It was named in honor of

to a 48 graduate student population.

foundation grant, they have been able

Dr. Joseph M. Murray, Dean of the

Since the first in 1965, doctoral gradu

to arrange for visits to the campus by

College of Arts & Sciences from 1941

ates have been placed all over the

a series of distinguished theologians,

to 1966.) The greatly enlarged facili

United States and overseas.

including H. Richard Niebuhr, Rabbi

the

department

of

zoology,

when

ties made it possible to obtain the
much

needed

equipment they

pre

have worked to develop a specializa

in

religious

studies

Rubenstein,

Richard
Philosophy

within the

Michael

Novac,

and Langdon Gilkey, each of whom

In 1969, UMO entered its seventh

viously did not have room for.

Craig, who was appointed in 1971,

has spent several days on campus.

Among the very sophisticated equip

decade of commitment to the teaching

In 1972, Jefferson White of Clark

ment they received was an RCA 3G

of philosophy within the curriculum

University assumed the chairmanship

Electron Microscope which is also used

of the College of Arts and Sciences—a

of the department from Prof. Robert

by other science departments on cam

commitment that began when Wallace

Tredwell who had held it since 1967.

pus. Recently, Prof. Robert G. Sum

Craig was named

mers Jr. was awarded a National Sci

losophy in 1908. In 1969, it was also

Professor Tredwell served for a year
as special assistant to President Libbjt'

possible to make two striking observa

and then returned to teaching in the

ence

Foundation

grant to

purchase

another such microscope.

tions

about

Professor of Phi

history

and

recent

department. Professor White brings to

Chairman of the department since

growth of the department: there were

Orono research interests in linguistic

1963, Dr. Kenneth W. Allen realizes

more philosophy majors in 1969 than

philosophy

the new building made expansion and

there had been philosophy graduates

perience

undergraduate

the

and

as

an

aesthetics, and

ex

administrator

and

new equipment possible but is quick

in the combined previous sixty years;

to add that a department is only as

and that year there were as many

good as those individuals who are in

teaching in the department as had

from its long-time quarters in Stevens

it. In 1968, when zoology moved to

taught in the previous sixty years.

Hall to a new home in the Maples.

Murray

there were

In

1970,

the

teacher.
department

moved

in the

To report on the past five years of

faculty. Now, there are 18, including

the department, therefore, is to report

Alumni Association, it has established

Hall

13

There,

with

help from the General

Ira C.

on a period of its growth and diversi

not only a comfortable suite of offices

Maine,

fication, during which the number of

the marine laboratory for UMO and

majors has grown to 35 and the staff

but also an attractive seminar room
%
housing many books from Professor

the Jackson Laboratory in Bar Har

to seven. First, one must note that the

Levinson's

the faculty members at the
Darling

Center in

bor where

a

Walpole,

cooperative

graduate

central

core of the philosophy cur

personal

library

and

a

memorial collection of books in con

program for the study of mammalian

riculum has remained similar to what

temporary

genetics is maintained.

it has been since World War II, with

friends and students of Charles Virtue.

Dr. Allen estimates there are now

stress on the history of philosophy,

philosophy

donated

by

Next year the department will ex

about 110 majors in zoology, though

ethics, and

Professor Stephen

pand its offerings in logic to include

an elementary course designed as a

logic.

an accurate count is difficult because

Weber's courses in Existentialism and

zoology services the pre-medical and

Philosophical Anthropology have be

pre-dental undergraduates also. The

come

student

series of courses, taught by Professor

34

population

has

increased,

popular electives,

as

have a

service for freshmen. There are also
plans afoot to offer philosophy courses .

at other UM campuses.

Trackmen take
UNH & Colby
Black Bear Trackmen started their

season off on the right foot as they
downed Colby and the University of

New Hampshire in
meets.

their first dual

The first victory over Colby, 115-39,

saw the Bears register 12 first-place
finishes out of 17 individual events,

win the meet's two relays, sweep the

first three places in the 440-yard run,
the high jump and the javelin.

Greg Kendrick, a senior from Changewater, N. J., high jumps during a University of New
Hampshire outdoor track meet April 21. Kendrick holds the school record in the event with
6’ 6” indoor and 6’ 3” outdoor.

Baseball team stands 9-5
The Maine Batting Bears kicked off

their eight-game Southern

tour

but

have met with very tough challengers

The return to home brought one de
feat 6-5

and

one victory 8-4 with

Three

men

Maine

claimed

three

new meet records in the javelin, the
mile and the 440.

Key performers so far in the early
season are Bob Peursem, Brewer, who
has done outstandingly well in the

220, 440 and both relay teams. Curt

Turner, Cinnaminson, New Jersey, in

UConn in the first conference games.

the

javelin

and

John

Daly,

North

After a sound victory over Bowdoin

Leeds, in the 2-mile have also been

a

10-7 they met UMass at an away

strong performers.

Yankee conference record of 3-3 and

doubleheader and dropped two games

a state series record of 1-1. The Spring

1 0-1 and 6-5.

back at home in New England. They
hold

overall

an

university

them

record

division

some

of

total

exciting

9-5,

and

games.

gave

Major

highlights of the games were that 22
out of 23 stolen base attempts were

successful and only two errors were

On May 1

the Bears played the

Colby Mules and dropped a 9-2 de
cision which gave Colby a 1-1 state

Fifteen athletes named
in sports publications
Fifteen

athletes,

UMO

including

series record which tied them with

three women, have been chosen to

Maine.

appear in the

1973 edition of the

publication "Outstanding College ath

made by the Bears who were ranked

A doubleheader win against UNH

last year as third defensively in the

brought the Bears into the running

nation.

again on May 5.

letes of America."

The three women chosen for the
volume are Sally Lee Stone of South

Gardiner, Nancy L. Stetson of Gar

Freshmen do well on varsity teams

diner, and

Deborah L. Westman of

Essex Junction, Vt.

Nine freshmen moved into varsity

as a varsity sport, swimming claimed

positions this year and in many cases

the talents of freshmen Tom Clark of

Male athletes selected were David

were key figures in their sport events.
Although in past years freshmen have

Campus, Conn, and Tim Babcock of
Bangor, who were key performers

participated in some sports, this year

was the first year they were allowed to

during the year.
Jack Leggett of South Burlington,

J. Harvey of Westfield, N.J.; James
Reid of Medford, Mass.; John Cough
lin of Augusta; Steven P. Jones of

and

Vt., Tony DiBiase of Westbrook and

of Rumford; Dennis Libbey of Matta-

John Stinson of Augusta

wamkeag;

play on the varsity basketball

football teams.

made the

Chelmsford, Mass.; Robert McConnell

Peter

Gavett

of

Orono;

out

Black Bear football team. Whit Thur
low of Kennebunk was included on

1972-73

the varsity skiing team and Ed Flaherty

basketball season. Conley also played

of Portland served on the varsity base

Richard Brachold of Saddle River,
N. J.; Michael Wisnieski of Greenfield,
Mass.; Steven W. Pelletier of Auburn;
Stephen Towle of Fort Fairfield; and

varsity baseball. In the first season

ball team.

Douglas Foust of Sudbury, Mass.

Robert Warner of Saco and Steve
Conley

of

Portland

both

standingly well during the

did
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Pool named after "Wally"; diving club started
When the University of Maine Board

intramural sports program in

1924;

cal education and assistant swimming

of Trustees this Spring approved the

was elected to honorary membership

coach.

naming of the UMO swimming pool,

in the Senior Skull Society in 1932;

The club, which will operate on an
11-month per year basis, will have^jp

Pool, they

and was awarded the Helms Hall of

named a facility for an institution.
Because Stanley Moore Wallace,

Fame plaque "for noteworthy achieve

limit of 10 divers who will be selected

ment in athletic training."

through

better known to thousands of UMO

He was the recipient in 1952 of the

the Stanley M.

Wallace

students and alumni as "Wally," be

GAA Black Bear Award for service to

came an institution within an insti

the university and in

tution during his 38-year tenure at

tramural Athletic Association provided

annual

scholarship

1957 the

In

tryouts

at

Stanley

the

M.

Wallace Pool at UMO. Age limit for
members will be seven years and up,

according to Miller, and the cost per

member will be $20 a month.

Orono as an athletic trainer and head

an

of physical education for both men

Stanley M. Wallace Scholarship to be

a program that will promote diving

and women. He retired in 1959 and

given a

in

needy athlete.

Homecoming

named

In

1971

the

at

Objectives of the club are to provide
Maine,

provide

educational,

an

he was presented the

recreational and healthful experience

emeritus of physical education. The

Alumni Homecoming Plaque in recog

for youngsters, provide a physical ac

pool was completed in the summer of

nition

1971 and is part of a $2 million addi

UMO.

today

holds the

rank

of

professor

his continued

Wallace, a Maine native who grad

devotion to

tivity which can be used in later life,

provide an environment which builds

• •

tion to the Memorial Gymnasium.

Haven School

of

•

strong

self-confidence

and

the

es

A Black Bear AAU Diving Club to

tablishment of desirable social habits

and provides opportunities for meet

of

promote diving in the State of Maine

Gymnastics in 1917, came to the Uni

is being formed at UMO. President of

ing people in other areas of the United

versity of Maine in 1921 as head of

the club is Rich Miller, lecturer in physi

States.

uated

from

New

physical education for both men and
women, until a separate women's de

partment was formed in 1936.
During his 38 years of service he

also served as trainer of all

inter

collegiate athletic teams; began the

Summer Youth Sports Clinic
The UMO Department of Physical Education and Athletics will con

duct a series of one-week sports clinics for boys and girls again this
summer following last summer's very successful pilot programs. The

Sharpshooters
take New England

Crown again

purpose of these clinics is to provide instruction in sports techniques;

to encourage proper attitudes in sportsmanship, teamwork, and safety;
and to permit those attending to enjoy a week at one of America's

most beautiful campuses. Clinics in 1973 will be held in the following
subject areas:

Athletic Training (Boys)

Field Hockey (Girls)

Baseball (Boys)

Football (Boys)

rifle team ended their

Basketball (Boys)

Soccer (Boys)

1972-73 season of sharpshooting with

Basketball (Girls)

Tennis (Boys and Girls)

another New England College crown.

Competitive Swimming

Track (Boys and Girls)

The UMO

Under the coaching of Arden Kinney,

(Boys and Girls)

also part-time instructor with the mili

Cross Country (Boys)

tary science department, the team
took the crown for the second year.
Arden, who retired as Army master

I

Volleyball (Girls)

UMO Varsity Coaches are in charge of the clinics, assisted
by staffs of junior high and high school coaches. The clinics

sergeant just after the season was

begin on Sunday and end on Friday and will begin the week

over brought back the fame that UMO

of June 17. The fee is $80 per week.

sharpshooters have known in the past.

New England college marksmanship

For complete information, including dates, ages, and de
tailed descriptive information, please write to Mr. Linwood

events and until 1969 took top honors.

Carville, Memorial Gymnasium, University of Maine, Orono,

Replacing the retiring coach will be

Maine 04473.

In 1959, the team was invincible in

SFC William R. Shrewsbury.
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The University of Maine at Orono General Alumni Association I
(FOR MEMBERS & THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES)
PRESENTS

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE
COLOR HOTEL BROCHURE

PICK - A - TRIP
BOSTON DEPARTURES!

I

7
0

« Round trip jet to Spain ! Meals & beverages
served aloft! EVENING DEPARTURE !
♦
8 Days & 7 Nights at the Atalaya
Park Hotel, Costa del Sol's finest!
#
Breakfast & gourmet dinner served
daily !
#
Welcome Sangria (wine & fruit punch) Party !
#
Fiesta Cocktail Party with hors d'oeuvres !
#
All facilities at the Atalaya Park Hotel, includ
ing unlimited free golf at the hotel's own
championship 18-hole golf course !
« Private Health Club available, with Sauna
Baths & professional masseurs !
♦
Exciting low-cost optional tours available !
♦
All gratuities for chambermaids, bellboys
& doormen !
♦
All round trip transfers & luggage handling
from airport to the hotel!
#
Experienced escort & Hotel Hospitality
Desk !

COSTA del SOL

I

SEPTEMBER 28OCTOBER 6,1973

I•*

8 Days - 7 Nights
*

$

( + 13% Tax & Service)
Per person-Double occupancy
Single Supplement - $60.00

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES:

COKNMG6II
DELUXE

♦

Skagtn
#

NORTH

1973
OCTOBER 4-12

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES:

KATTEGAT

#

SEA
Sllktbora

♦

JUTLAND

ENMA

8 Days - 7 Nights
^P^k ^P^k *

• Rib«

BALTIC
SEA

#
#
*

I B

K

Per person-Double occupancy
Single Supplement - $60.00

DINE-AROUND RESTAURANTS

*

♦

Round trip jet transportation to Copenhagen!
Hot Meals & Beverages served aloft!
Evening Departure !
Deluxe accommodations at the beautiful new
Western International Scandinavia Hotel !
Scandinavian breakfast daily (cheese, milk,
juice, etc.)!
Dinner six evenings...Dine-Around Plan...at
Copenhagen's finest restaurants !
(one evening on your own)
Exciting sightseeing tour of Copenhagen !
Exciting low-cost optional tours available !
All gratuities for chambermaids, bellboys
& doormen !
All round trip transfers & luggage handling
from airport to the hotel !
Experienced escort & hotel hospitality desk !

GENERAL INFORMATION: Deposits are accepted on a First-Come, First-Served basis as SPACE IS LIMITED ! Final payment is due 60 days prior to departure.
New enrollments are accepted any time prior to departure providing space is available. Reservations may not be considered confirmed until deposits are accepted
by Arthurs Travel Center. Information will be sent to you four to six weeks after your deposit is received. Cancellation without penalty will be permitted if
written request is received 60 days before departure. Cancellation after 60 days will be subject to an administrative charge of $25.00 per person and there will
also be a charge for the pro rata air fare unless replacement is made from a waiting list; however, the availabliity of such replacement is not guaranteed.
Price subject to change for currency fluctuation and any taxes imposed since the price of this trip has been set.
* Prices quoted
are as of January 1, 1973 and do not reflect the dollar devaluation of February, 1973 or any additional devaluation subsequent to February, 1973. Since the
various exchange rates are presently in a state of flux, the applicable surcharge cannot be computed at this time. Several months prior to departure, based on the
exchange rates then prevailing, you will be invoiced for this surcharge, if any.

For further information, contact, and mail deposits to: Univ, of Maine at Orono General Alumni Assoc. Univ, of Maine Orono, Orono, Maine 04473
PHONE: (207) 581 - 7331

NOTE: To ensure that you are enrolled on the trip of your choice, make certain that you use this coupon ! ! !
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- RESERVATION COUPON-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: PICK-A-TRIP 1973
Enclosed find deposit in the amount of $..................... ($75.00 per person) for......... person(s). Please enroll us(me) on the following trip(s).
( ) SPAIN Sept. 28- Oct. 6; ( ) COPENHAGEN Oct. 4-12

___________ A D D R E SS_____ _______________________________________________________

^AME(S)

CITY ____________

STATE________ ZIP

________ BUSINESS PHONE________________________ HOME PHONE----------------------------- -----------------

ROOMING WITH___________________________________ Child(ren) aged 14 years or under enrolled on trip, please list age(s):---------------- __------------Please check if Single Supplement is desired. ( )

Please make checks payable to: Univ, of Maine at Orono General Alumni Assoc.___________________

*

1 .

t
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*

*

*
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Now there are over 45,000 alumni!
U V

